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Abstract
This master’s thesis explores spatial and aesthetic experiences and placemaking in two public spaces in Malmi and Malminkartano in Helsinki. It focuses on two case studies through ethnographic fieldwork in order to evaluate the added value of placemaking in the urban planning
practices of the City of Helsinki from the citizens’ perspective. The case studies shed light on the possibilities and risks of placemaking,
especially in the context of Helsinki neighbourhoods that are subject to densification and suburban regeneration projects. This research was
commissioned by the Strategic Urban Planning Department of the Urban Environment Division of the City of Helsinki.
This thesis explores three research questions. It aims to understand how the observed placemaking projects affected the spatial and aesthetic experiences in the public spaces in question. It also examines what kind of attitudes arose among informants regarding public space,
placemaking, densification and urban planning in the context of the studied neighbourhoods. Lastly, it assesses the potential of placemaking
to improve the spatial and aesthetic experience of public spaces in neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects.
The theoretical framework of this research utilises theories and viewpoints of human geography and philosophy of urban aesthetics. Building
on the study of place and space, it employs the concepts of spatial and aesthetic experience to examine sensory perceptions in public
spaces. Additionally, it continues the culture and tradition of qualitative urban planning research. The data was gathered through ethnographic
fieldwork during the span of the studied placemaking projects between July and October 2021. The fieldwork entailed participant observation,
informal interviews and conversations with informants and autoethnographic observations of sensory, spatial and aesthetic experiences in
public space. In addition to the ethnographic data, placemaking theory was utilised to formulate the analyses and results.
Based on the data, the observed placemaking case studies had a moderate effect on the spatial and aesthetic experiences in the public
spaces in question. However, they raised valuable discussions about local viewpoints and provided important place-based knowledge for
urban planners. The ethnographic process revealed both accepting and antagonistic narratives within the local communities regarding densification and the urban planning practices of the City of Helsinki. The latter attitudes did not, however, seem to negatively affect the informants’ conceptions of the studied projects or placemaking generally. Instead, place-driven attempts at making public spaces greener, livelier
and more engaging were almost unanimously accepted and welcomed. Consequently, placemaking is proposed here as a viable method to
develop and improve the experience of public spaces among citizens in neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects.
Based on the gathered data and theoretical reasoning, this thesis argues that placemaking is an urban development approach, method and
philosophy that can create added value to conventional urban planning practices in Helsinki. Placemaking can improve the experience of
public space by vitalising its experiential and sensory qualities, and thus complement technocratic urban planning and construction processes. Placemaking can provide planners with place-based knowledge about local conditions and aspirations that is useful for long-term
planning goals. Placemaking can be utilised as a participation method that gives citizens more agency and shows faster impact than other
means of participation, further empowering them to reclaim public spaces for communal uses. Placemaking can make public spaces safer
and more pluralistic by broadening their usership and increasing vulnerable groups’ presence. By engaging in community-driven placemaking, the City of Helsinki can improve its public spaces in multiple ways and develop its current participatory and urban design practices in
alignment with its strategic goals of enhancing the quality of life for its citizens.
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Tiivistelmä
Tässä maisterintutkielmassa tarkastellaan tilallista ja esteettistä kokemusta sekä placemakingia kahdessa julkisessa tilassa Malmilla ja Malminkartanossa Helsingissä. Tutkimus arvioi kahden tapaustutkimuksen ja etnografisen kenttätyön avulla placemakingin kaupunkilaisille luomaa lisäarvoa Helsingin kaupungin nykyiseen kaupunkisuunnitteluun nähden. Tapaustutkimukset keskittyvät placemakingin mahdollisuuksiin
ja riskeihin erityisesti tiivistyvillä kaupunkiuudistusalueilla. Tämän tutkimuksen tilaaja on Helsingin kaupungin kaupunkiympäristön toimialan
maankäyttö- ja kaupunkirakenteen palvelukokonaisuuden maankäytön yleissuunnittelun yleiskaavoituksen yksikkö.
Tämä tutkimus käsittelee kolmea tutkimuskysymystä. Se pyrkii ymmärtämään tutkittujen placemaking-hankkeiden vaikutusta kyseisten julkisten tilojen tilalliseen ja esteettiseen kokemukseen. Tutkimus käsittelee myös etnografisen prosessin myötä esille nousseita paikallisten
ihmisten asenteita julkiseen tilaan, placemakingiin, tiivistämiseen ja kaupunkisuunnitteluun tutkituissa kaupunginosissa. Tutkimus arvioi placemakingin potentiaalia erityisesti kaupunkiuudistusalueiden julkisten tilojen tilallisen ja esteettisen kokemuksen parantamisessa.
Tutkimuksen teoreettinen viitekehys hyödyntää ihmismaantieteen ja kaupunkiestetiikan filosofian teorioita ja näkökulmia. Pohjaten paikan ja
tilan käsitteiden tutkimukseen siinä käytetään tilallisen ja esteettisen kokemuksen käsitteitä julkisten tilojen aistiperäisten kokemusten ymmärtämiseksi. Lisäksi tutkimus jatkaa laadullisen tutkimuksen ja kaupunkisuunnittelun yhdistävää perinnettä. Tutkimuksen aineisto on kerätty
etnografisessa kenttätyössä placemaking-hankkeiden aikana heinäkuusta lokakuuhun 2021. Kenttätyö sisälsi osallistuvaa havainnointia,
epämuodollisia haastatteluja ja keskusteluja sekä autoetnografisia pohdintoja aistiperäisistä, tilallisista ja esteettisistä kokemuksista julkisessa tilassa. Tutkimuksen analyysit ja tulokset hyödyntävät etnografisen aineiston lisäksi placemaking-teoriaa.
Tutkitut placemaking-hankkeet vaikuttivat tutkittujen julkisten tilojen tilalliseen ja esteettiseen kokemukseen maltillisesti. Hankkeet kuitenkin
herättivät arvokkaita keskusteluja paikallisista näkökulmista ja tuottivat tärkeää paikkalähtöistä tietoa kaupunkisuunnittelijoille. Etnografinen
prosessi nosti esiin paikallisissa yhteisöissä ilmeneviä sekä Helsingin kaupunkisuunnittelua ja kaupunkirakenteen tiivistämistä ymmärtäviä
että vastustavia ajattelutapoja. Kriittiset ajattelutavat eivät kuitenkaan vaikuttaneet yhdistyvän tutkittavien ihmisten ajattelussa tutkittuihin
hankkeisiin tai placemakingiin yleisesti. Toimet julkisten tilojen kehittämiseksi vihreämpään, elävämpään ja aktiivisempaan suuntaan päinvastoin hyväksyttiin ja toivotettiin tervetulleiksi lähes yksimielisesti. Tässä tutkimuksessa placemaking nähdäänkin soveltuvana keinona kehittää ja parantaa julkisen tilan kokemusta paikallisten ihmisten keskuudessa kaupunkiuudistusalueilla.
Tämä tutkimus esittää kerätyn aineiston ja teoreettisen päättelyn valossa, että placemaking voi kaupunkikehittämisen menetelmänä ja filosofiana luoda lisäarvoa kaupunkisuunnitteluun Helsingissä. Placemaking täydentää asiantuntijavetoisia kaupunkisuunnittelun ja -rakentamisen prosesseja sekä parantaa julkisten tilojen kokemusta elävöittämällä niiden kokemuksellisia ja aistiperäisiä ominaispiirteitä. Placemakingin
avulla tuotetaan paikkalähtöistä ymmärrystä alueiden olosuhteista ja asukkaiden toiveista, mistä on hyötyä pidemmän tähtäimen suunnittelussa. Sitä voidaan käyttää osallistamisen menetelmänä, joka antaa kaupunkilaisille enemmän toiminnan mahdollisuuksia ja nopeampia
vaikutuksia kuin tavanomainen osallistaminen, minkä lisäksi se oikeuttaa julkisen tilan haltuunottoa yhteisöllisiin tarkoituksiin. Placemaking
voi tehdä julkisesta tilasta turvallisempaa ja moniarvoisempaa laajentamalla sen käyttäjäkuntaa ja lisäämällä heikommassa asemassa olevien
ryhmien läsnäoloa. Sitoutumalla yhteisölähtöiseen placemakingiin Helsingin kaupunki voi parantaa julkisia tilojaan monin tavoin sekä kehittää
nykyisiä osallistamista ja kaupunkitilan suunnittelua toteuttaen strategista tavoitettaan edistää hyvää elämänlaatua kaupunkilaisille.
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Introduction
This research is an ethnographic exploration into the effects of placemaking in two case studies
in Malmi and Malminkartano neighbourhoods in suburban Helsinki. I focus on the perspective
of spatial and aesthetic experience (see Lehtinen, 2015) and observe the uses, functions and
activities in the public spaces (see Whyte, 1980) in question. I also explore local informants’
attitudes towards urban planning and placemaking through informal interviews and conversations. Based on the theoretical framework, gathered ethnographic data and qualitative analyses,
I identify the potential added value that placemaking can bring to the urban planning practices
of the City of Helsinki from the citizens’ perspective. I look particularly into the potential placemaking has in improving the experience of public spaces in neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects in Helsinki.
This research was commissioned by the Strategic Urban Planning Department of the Urban
Environment Division of the City of Helsinki, and its themes are closely connected to topical
matters of urban planning in Helsinki. The City of Helsinki has managed its population growth
in recent years by an urban planning paradigm focused on densification through infill development instead of continuing urban sprawl (“Kasvun paikka – Helsingin kaupunkistrategia 2021–
2025,” n.d.; “Suburban regeneration,” 2021; “Yleiskaava 2016,” n.d.). The new city strategy of
the municipal council describes the goals of urban planning in Helsinki as advancing a safe and
comfortable city that avoids segregation and directs its growth to neighbourhoods along existing and new railways, thus creating a rail network city (“Kasvun paikka – Helsingin kaupunkistrategia 2021–2025,” n.d., p. 13). The City of Helsinki is especially focused on improving its
suburban areas through its suburban regeneration model (“Suburban regeneration,” 2021) that
enables infill development and aims at planning and constructing attractive, enjoyable and
beautiful public spaces in neighbourhoods outside the city centre (“Kasvun paikka – Helsingin
kaupunkistrategia 2021–2025,” n.d., p. 14).
In this research, I examine case studies in central public spaces of two of the suburban regeneration neighbourhoods, Malmi and Malminkartano. Furthermore, the city strategy calls for a
more systematic inclusion of user-centred design thinking, insightful planning and experimentation in enhancing well-being, better urban experience and the attractiveness of public spaces
(“Kasvun paikka – Helsingin kaupunkistrategia 2021–2025,” n.d., p. 14). Consequently, I propose placemaking as a citizen-centred complementary approach to urban planning, design,
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management and participation that turns the previously mentioned strategies of the City of Helsinki into concrete, understandable and engaging improvements in public spaces.
In my analysis, placemaking draws attention to the aspects of urban environments that, despite
ambitious strategies and goals, are often disregarded in the technocratic and commercial processes of urban planning and construction: the human scale, experiential, communal, sensory,
psychological and aesthetic aspects of everyday public spaces. The long timespan of realising
plans into physical urban environments can have various effects on the everyday life of the
citizens: the aesthetic quality, usability and the overall experience of public spaces may temporarily decrease due to disruptions like construction sites. I ask here if placemaking could play a
mitigating role between the citizens and the City of Helsinki in the context of life within densifying Helsinki neighbourhoods that are subject to suburban regenerations projects. Quick strategic interventions and locally-driven experimentation are ingrained in placemaking practice
(“What is Placemaking?,” n.d.) and can be utilised to shift the dynamics and uses of public
spaces to be more local and place-driven, thus counterbalancing the long, technocratic and invasive processes of conventional ‘big picture’ urban planning and construction. Furthermore,
some questions most central to urban planning and politics are who can use and occupy urban
space and for what purposes, or “the right to the city” (Lefebvre, 2014; Samara, 2007). At the
heart of the philosophy of placemaking is that it “belongs to everyone” (“What is Placemaking?,” n.d.).
Placemaking can be an ambiguous and contested term. In this research, I utilise the work of
William H. Whyte (Whyte, 1988, 1980) whose observational techniques in urban spaces of
New York City in the 1980s went on to inspire much of subsequent theory and practice of
placemaking (“William H. Whyte,” n.d.). I mostly share the definition of placemaking as described by the Project for Public Spaces (“What is Placemaking?,” n.d.), a prominent organisation promoting placemaking:
“As both an overarching idea and a hands-on approach for improving a neighborhood, city, or region, placemaking inspires people to collectively reimagine
and reinvent public spaces as the heart of every community. Strengthening the
connection between people and the places they share, placemaking refers to a
collaborative process by which we can shape our public realm in order to
maximize shared value. More than just promoting better urban design, placemaking facilitates creative patterns of use, paying particular attention to the
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physical, cultural, and social identities that define a place and support its ongoing evolution”.
In the context of this research, I want to especially discuss placemaking as a method to activate
and physically improve existing urban spaces by involving local communities and their
knowledge, be it in an old or new neighbourhood. As opposed to conventional urban planning,
placemaking does not consider spaces in the city ready once the technocratic planning and construction process itself is finished. Only after that will urban life begin to occupy them; the
framework of placemaking provides new possibilities for the City of Helsinki and local communities to cultivate and vitalise those spaces and turn them into meaningful places.
In line with my academic pursuits in urban studies and planning, I have taken up an interdisciplinary approach in this research. The theoretical framework of this research builds mainly on
literature in human geography (see Relph, 1986; Tuan, 2018) and the philosophy of urban aesthetics (see Haapala, 2005; Haapala et al., 2019; Jacobs and Malpas, 2019; Lehtinen, 2015;
Vihanninjoki, 2021, 2018). Another somewhat loosely defined but highly important category
of research and writings I use here is urban planning research about public spaces (see Gehl,
2011; Jacobs, 1972; Whyte, 1988, 1980). In addition to examining practical physical features
of public spaces and their related functions and uses (see Whyte, 1980), I look at human perception of public spaces from experiential viewpoints: sensory (see Zardini, 2016, 2005), spatial and aesthetic (see Lehtinen 2015) experiences. I then examine these modes of experiencing
in relation to the physical aspects of public space as well as larger contemporary questions of
urban planning, suburban regeneration, densification and transformation of public spaces in the
case study neighbourhoods of Malmi and Malminkartano.
I employ an ethnographic method in this research (see Atkinson et al., 2007; Fetterman, 2008;
Hämeenaho and Koskinen-Koivisto, 2014; Pink, 2015) in order to explore two public spaces
from the perspective of spatial and aesthetic experiences during the span of the studied placemaking projects between July and October 2021. My ethnographic fieldwork consisted of participant observation (see Emerson et al., 2007; Watson and Till, 2010), “ethnographic encounters” (Parr, 1998, p. 29), informal interviews and conversations with informants (see Fetterman,
2008, p. 554; Huttunen and Homanen, 2017) and autoethnographic considerations (see Adams
et al., 2015; Butz, 2010) of sensory, spatial and aesthetic experiences in public space. I also
used placemaking theory (see “What is Placemaking?,” n.d.; Whyte, 1980) to arrive at the analyses and results of this research.
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Two public space interventions were implemented in Malmi and Malminkartano neighbourhoods during the summer of 2021, and they were identified as relevant placemaking case studies for this research1. Both of these projects were commissioned and funded by Helsinki Innovation Districts project (Finnish: Fiksu kaupunki -hanke)2 of Forum Virium Helsinki. “The
green urban oases” (Bergström, 2021) were planned and implemented by companies Parkly and
Innogreen, respectively, in the main squares of Malmi and Malminkartano. Both projects featured wooden elements that enabled sitting and recreation. Additionally, they added new green
elements to the squares in the form of pollinator-friendly flora and edible plants for the use of
the local community. Neither of the projects were initially conceived as placemaking, but I
observed and analysed them from a placemaking perspective in order to use them as case examples against which to reflect the potential of placemaking to improve spatial and aesthetic
experiences.
In chapter one about research design, I explain my stance as a researcher and outline the scientific concepts and viewpoints I utilised and employed in this research. I also discuss the theory
behind my ethnographic method, describe my case studies and engage in reflexive analyses
about research ethics and my various positions during this research project.
In chapter two about theoretical framework, I outline the fundamental theoretical concepts that
form the background to this research. I look at how central concepts of space and place have
been defined in relevant scientific literature and how the theories of placemaking and spatial
and aesthetic experience relate to my research project. In addition to these place-driven theoretical considerations, I describe the viewpoint of urban aesthetics and various significant critiques of urban planning that affect the context of this research.
In chapter three about data and analyses, I describe in detail my process of conducting fieldwork
and discuss the findings that emerged from my dataset gathered in an intersubjective ethnographic process with local informants. The chapter contains my own analyses and descriptions
1

An unforeseen aspect of conducting this research came to be the fundamental re-evaluation of life in the city.
The worldwide COVID-19 pandemic shook the experience of urban life to the core during 2020-2021. While the
pandemic is not a central theme of this research, it would have been impossible to deal with the uses and experience
of public space without addressing the on-going crisis that had a pervasive, albeit likely temporary, effect on the
culture of sharing spaces with other people. In the time of conducting this research in 2021, vaccinations were
being administered and the pandemic was in decline, but many voices in the public sphere continued to anticipate
the deterioration of urban life, and even cities as a concept, resulting this fundamental shock. I, too, had to critically
examine my optimistic preconception of cities’ and urbanites’ ability and willingness to withstand any crises and
disruptive conditions.
2
See more https://forumvirium.fi/fiksu-kaupunki-helsinki-innovation-districts-alykaupunkikehitys-laajeneemalmille-pasilaan-malminkartano-kannelmakeen-ja-mellunkylaan/
4

that are juxtaposed with excerpts from my fieldnotes as well as conversations and interviews in
the field. After establishing the sensory, spatial and aesthetic experience in the studied places,
I look at what kind of behaviour took place in them during my fieldwork sessions, both detached
from and in relation to the studied placemaking projects. Later, I look at how the locals I encountered described their experiences and viewpoints to the public spaces we were in. I conclude the chapter by recounting the urban planning narratives that overshadowed the conversations and perceptions of urban environment among my informants.
In chapter four about results and discussions, I reflect on my research questions and engage in
broader discussions about the themes of this research. I discuss how placemaking could play a
constructive role in designing and managing public spaces in Helsinki. By looking at the justifications as well as the risks of taking up placemaking processes, I illustrate my thoughts on the
potential added value of placemaking in urban planning. Finally, I describe the limitations of
conducting this research.
On the level of physical environments, placemaking complements conventional urban planning
by drawing attention to the experiential side of public space and focusing on details and human
scale. Culturally, placemaking can be understood to promote participatory and democratic values by claiming public spaces for non-commercial and communal uses through citizen-empowering processes. Thus, placemaking can contribute to the creation of better public spaces on
both physical and cultural sense. I argue here that placemaking should become an important
part of the everyday urban management and planning processes in Helsinki. There is endless
potential to make great places in our city.

5

1 Research design
There is no single agreed upon and correct framework for research design in social, “qualitative” and “applied” research (Maxwell, 2008). I will reflect on my approaches and positions in
light of Norman Blaikie’s (2009) model of “social research design”. I will discuss five main
elements to consider in designing qualitative research: “research questions, purposes, strategies,
paradigms and methods” (Blaikie, 2009).
As is common in applied research (Bickman and Rog, 2008), I was given the initial idea by my
commissioner, the City of Helsinki3, to conduct research about placemaking from citizens’ perspective. Thus, the “purpose” (Blaikie, 2009, pp. 69–77) or “goals” (Maxwell, 2008, p. 216) of
this research is to provide insights about everyday experiences of citizens in public spaces for
the use of urban planning practitioners. Building on the logic of “evaluation research”, the study
of phenomena linked to “policy, decision-making and problem-solving” (Blaikie, 2009, p. 74),
I evaluate the changes and effects two placemaking projects have on the spatial and aesthetic
experiences in two public squares in Helsinki. By exploring the uses and meanings related to
public space in the context of these two case studies, I assess the potential added value placemaking can bring to conventional urban planning practices. Ultimately, my goal in this research
is to justify and contribute to the paradigm shift from urban planning focusing on technical and
economical viewpoints towards human-centred practices encompassing, for example, experiential, sensory and aesthetic considerations.
Considering the traditions related to the research of public spaces, I build on the culture and
practice of using observation-based qualitative methods and analysis to better understand the
experience of the subjects of urban planning, the citizens and urban dwellers (see Lynch, 1990;
Whyte, 1988). The observational approach is valid in research focusing on “events, actions or
circumstances” (Bickman and Rog, 2008, p. 21). In addition to producing locally sourced indepth knowledge for planners to support them in “evidence-based policy” (Cartwright and
Stegenga, 2011), I raise questions of the need for qualitative methods, ethnographic fieldwork
and participant observation as a ‘messenger’ connecting local viewpoints and accounts with
planners in the initial research phase of urban planning. Consequently, I see observational work
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More precisely, the commission was given to me by the Strategic Urban Planning Department which is a part of
the Urban Environment Division of the City of Helsinki
6

and place-based knowledge creation as integral aspects of successful urban design and development of public spaces.
This research is based on a premise that to study the value of placemaking to citizens, is to
study the uses, experiences and perceptions of public space. I seek to understand how spatial
and aesthetic experiences are constructed in public space and how placemaking as a practice,
philosophy and planning approach can use that knowledge to improve the experience of public
space. The case studies, two public squares, are situated in neighbourhoods subject to on-going
suburban regeneration projects4, which further demands for planners and urban designers to
direct enhanced focus on their public spaces.
In order to understand the possibilities of placemaking and the dynamics of public space, I seek
to explore and describe the experiential aspects of life in the city in a physical sense. The urban
experience, ethos and lifestyle was aptly distilled in the concept of “blasé attitude”, the urban
dweller’s intellectual indifference in the face of the endless flow of stimuli in metropolitan life
(Simmel, 1969). Taking more than a few steps towards practical urban planning questions from
Simmel’s characterisation of urban life, I focus here on the urban experience as how it derives
from empirical sensory perceptions and more abstract aesthetic considerations; thus, I talk about
spatial experiences and aesthetic experiences as they emerge in public spaces instead of a unified urban experience.
Upon beginning conducting this research, I formed a hypothesis: placemaking improves the
spatial and aesthetic experience of public spaces in neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects. Preliminary arguments behind the hypothesis were: placemaking enables
citizens to engage with and reclaim underused public spaces by legitimising and encouraging
recreational and non-commercial uses, functions and activities; placemaking improves the spatial and aesthetic experience of public spaces by initiating human scale interventions; and placemaking helps mitigate intrusive effects of construction and change by improving the experience
of existing public spaces in neighbourhoods under extensive development.
To gather data and produce knowledge, I employ here an “abductive strategy” that establishes
interpretations of larger meanings from “the context of everyday activities”. Entering my informants’ everyday environments, I seek to explore and understand their viewpoints,

4

See more about “the suburban regeneration model” of the City of Helsinki: https://www.uuttahelsinkia.fi/en/sustainable-urban-development/suburban-regeneration
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experiences and meanings linked to the activities and perceptions of the public spaces in question. By examining the informants’ realities, I look for “tacit and mutual knowledge”, repeating
phenomena and both spoken and unspoken attitudes and conventions which, juxtaposed with
my observations, own experiences and theoretical considerations, enable me to reflect on my
research questions. Blaikie describes the two stages of abductive research strategy: “describing
activities and meanings” (see my chapter 3: Data and analyses) and “deriving categories and
concepts that can form the basis of an understanding of the problem at hand” (see my chapter
4: Results and discussions). (Blaikie, 2009, pp. 89–96).
In its philosophical foundation, abductive research strategy relies on “idealist ontological assumptions” and “epistemology of constructionism”. Idealist ontology emphasises the humans’
role in constructing meanings in the world by “representations and interpretations” in everyday
mental and social processes. Constructionist epistemology, then, assumes that knowledge is a
relative phenomenon that is always dependent on the “concepts, theories, background
knowledge and past experiences” of the subject, thus, making invariable universal truth statements about reality detached from the observer or experiencer impossible. (Blaikie, 2009, pp.
89–96)
The research paradigm most commonly associated with abductive research strategy, along with
its ontological and epistemological assumptions, is interpretivism (Malhotra, 2017). Interpretivism considers “social reality” as a product of the multitude of meanings “produced and reproduced” in everyday contexts (Blaikie, 2009, p. 99). As opposed to the particular ingrained
research strategy in “social” or qualitative research, research paradigms can have less strictly
defined boundaries and can overlap within a particular research (Blaikie, 2009; Maxwell, 2008).
Consequently, in addition to the classical research paradigm of interpretivism, I find on occasion common ground with my research and the contemporary research paradigms of critical
theory, ethnomethodology and feminism (see Blaikie, 2009, pp. 100–104). All of the research
paradigms I mention in relation to my project are generally appropriate and widely used in
qualitative research (Maxwell, 2008).
As researchers must always define their position towards the research process and the informants, I see my role as a “mediator of languages”, a researcher’s stance concerned with translating everyday phenomena and speech into scientific knowledge. Mediator of languages is not
impartial or aim to diminish themselves as an actor affecting the outcomes but has an active
and transparent stance towards their research. Furthermore, the mediator of languages
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inherently denies the possibility of upholding full neutrality or detachment from the research
topics and outcomes. (Blaikie, 2009, pp. 51–54)
As the method of this research, I use ethnographic fieldwork and participant observation (I go
deeper into the ethnographic method in the chapter 1.2). Ultimately, my syntheses are formed
based on four complementary and interplaying sources of primary data: explicit discussions
and informal interviews with informants, observations of the behaviour of people, observations
of my own bodily experience and theoretical argumentation.
Theory, method and material gathering, and the different phases of the research process, are
inherently connected and interlaced in qualitative research, thus making the nature of qualitative research processual and extending the analysis phase throughout the research project
(Alasuutari, 2014; Eskola and Suoranta, 1998; Jokinen et al., 2010). This is why traditional,
strict and linear research design models have been insufficient in capturing the nature of qualitative research, particularly applied qualitative research, which often demands even more adaptability (Maxwell, 2008, pp. 214–215).
Inspired by the methods associated with the “grounded theory” of sociology, I have engaged in
“simultaneous data-collection and analysis” (Charmaz and Mitchell, 2007, p. 160) throughout
this research process. Consequently, my research design is a construction that is as much an
outcome of this research process as it is the premise of the results and findings. While some
qualitative research may follow a linear set of phases (Blaikie, 2009, p. 214), my process in
this research was characterised by a continuous evaluation of my research approach and questions, even the entire methodological approach, based on conditions in the field and my findings. Following the logic of Maxwell (2008, pp. 215–217), this research can be characterised
by an “interactive model”.
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1.1 Research questions
Developing research questions together with the commissioner in order to arrive at a shared
understanding of the objectives is an important aspect of applied research (Bickman and Rog,
2008). I had a notable degree of freedom in defining the scientific approach, utilised theory and
methods, while the original research theme of placemaking and the citizens’ perspective to it
came from the commissioner. Based on my discussions with the commissioner representative,
along with my theoretical leanings and academic supervision, I developed the following research questions:
1. How does the observed placemaking affect the spatial and aesthetic experience of the
public spaces in question?
2. What kind of attitudes exist towards public space and placemaking among informants?
3. How can placemaking improve the spatial and aesthetic experience of public spaces in
neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects?

1.2 The ethnographic method
The method employed in this thesis is based on literature and studies in ethnography and participant observation. Ethnography is focused on the everyday experiences people in their “local
context” (Fetterman, 2008, p. 543) and is traditionally understood as the systematic observation
of social environment and finding meanings and tendencies in interactions, initially describing
the lifestyles of indigenous peoples (Marttila, 2014; Watson and Till, 2010). According to Peacock (2001, p. 103), ethnographic method “reveals the general through the particular, the abstract through the concrete”. As opposed to arriving at comprehensive explanations or merely
acquiring extensive detailed knowledge about an issue, ethnographic analysis aims at “interpreting” and “translating” the gathered ethnographic data (Peacock, 2001, p. 111) and establishing “patterns of thought and behaviour” (Fetterman, 2008, p. 573). Contemporary ethnography is often understood more broadly as densely describing a particular culture or subculture
and analysing its visible and hidden meaning systems (Marttila, 2014).
Ethnographic analysis always aims at drawing wider conclusions about the studied phenomenon based on detailed ethnographic descriptions (Peacock, 2001). Ethnographic fieldwork
through participant observation is based on an idea of producing knowledge in close interaction
with the informants of the study (Aromaa and Tiili, 2014), thus, acquiring data in the
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informants’ own environment (Fetterman, 2008; Marttila, 2014). Participant observation is the
main methodological building block of ethnography (Cortazzi, 2007; Deegan, 2007; Fetterman,
2008; Watson and Till, 2010). Ethnography can be seen as a research philosophy and a broad
research approach rather than a method in a technical sense (Huttunen and Homanen, 2017).
As a scientific method and a mode of thought, ethnographic approach has some commonalities
with creative arts (Peacock, 2001) for the ethnographer is both a “storyteller and scientist”
(Fetterman, 2008, p. 544). “Ethnographic writing” is thus more exploratory in “style, voice,
structure, and purpose” than traditional scientific writing (Kahn, 2010, p. 176). As ethnographers, “we adopt a stance that’s both distanced (observing) and interactive (participatory),
and good ethnographic writing emerges from the juxtaposition of those stances” (Kahn, 2010,
p. 176).
Ethnographers almost always conduct interviews during their research, but an ethnographic
study cannot be solely based on data gathered by interviews. Most commonly, an ethnographer
gathers various types of data through multiple means in order to answer to the research questions (Huttunen and Homanen, 2017; Watson and Till, 2010). As opposed to non-ethnographic
interviews and other qualitative methods, an ethnographer does not merely aim to find common
themes or discourses in the interview data, but rather understand the observed activity on a
deeper level. These different types of data enable the ethnographer to study the dynamics and
the potential discrepancies between expressed opinions and actual behaviour of the informants.
(Huttunen and Homanen, 2017)
In the field, an ethnographer is always likely to encounter phenomena and activities that cannot
be understood merely by observation. Consequently, speech and communication are often the
best way to examine the meanings people give to their own and others’ activity, events, places
and phenomena. Interviewing is often an effective way to induce this spoken communication.
Ethnographic interviews aim to create free-flowing discussions around a topic rather than rely
heavily on predetermined questionnaire. The interview data is analysed in relation to activity,
other people’s speech, and the social, cultural and political context in which the informants act
and talk. (Huttunen and Homanen, 2017)
The most relevant resources in this research were methods that augmented traditional ethnography with an applied focus, notably the ethnography of the senses (see Aromaa and Tiili, 2014;
Pink, 2015). Ethnography of sensory experiences has been a rich topic for academic debates in
disciplines like anthropology, human geography and sociology, and for applied researchers in
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consumer, design, urban planning and art research fields (Howes, 2005; Pink, 2015). In anthropology, Howes (1991) has raised the question of differences in sensory knowing between cultures. During the 2000s, anthropologists turned their attention from non-western cultures to
“everyday practices” of their own society (Pink, 2015, p. 12). Pink (2015) suggests the ethnography of the senses as an approach is becoming more and more interdisciplinary and contributes
to novel partnerships and scientific arrangements that can shed light on difficult and original
research problems. Ethnographic knowledge related to sensory experiences can play an important role in a more inclusive and better architecture and urban planning (Howes, 2005).
Sensory ethnography as a framework allowed me to intellectually bridge the gap between my
inherent role as an outside observer and the research topic of spatial and aesthetic experiences
in public space, phenomena reliant on the sensory knowledge of other bodies than my own. I
deemed it important to begin by examining my personal experiences in order to draw up the
foundation of my enquiry. More and more researchers have identified the reflection of their
own sensory experiences and emotions as a means to develop understanding of the studied
communities or cultures (Aromaa and Tiili, 2014). While constructing the ethnographic approach, I was also inspired by the approaches and methods of analysis related to autoethnography (see Adams et al., 2015; Butz, 2010), highlighting my own experiences of knowing as a
partaking body in the space.
In order to better understand the experiences of the informants, the ethnographer should not
merely strive to observe and document but also to create new modes of knowing and researching based on sensory experiences in the particular local context (Pink, 2015). Emotional sensitivity and the ability to observe and interpret bodily experiences and unspoken information are
intrinsic elements in ethnography (Aromaa and Tiili, 2014) and, as is often argued, senses and
sensory experiences have been essential aspects of ethnography throughout its history (Pink,
2015). This being the case, it is all the more pivotal to explicate sensory aspects in ethnography
and develop and improve the utility of sensory information in ethnographic knowledge (Pink,
2015). Ethnographic exploration of sensory experiences is an especially fruitful and justified
approach when studying people’s relationship and conception of the “environments of their
everyday lives” (Pink, 2015, p. 20).
While sensory, bodily and experiential information is undoubtedly a central mode of knowing
in ethnography, it is often difficult for informants to explicate and researchers to analyse. Therefore, empathy is an important tool and attitude for the researcher in their ethnographic
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interactions with informants. Practically, the researcher conducting fieldwork must be able to
observe, identify and interpret both their own and others’ subtle physical gestures and signs.
Conducting “sensory ethnography” requires the researcher to immerse themselves into sensory
information, including considering and analysing their own sensory experiences throughout all
phases of the research process, not merely when doing fieldwork and in researching informants’
experiences (Pink, 2015). This ability to work with bodily modes of knowing and empathy
should be seen as a part of the occupational expertise of ethnographic researchers. (Aromaa and
Tiili, 2014)
In addition to traditional anthropological or sociological ethnography, the method of this thesis
is inspired by influential urban planning research of William H. Whyte (1988, 1980) and Jan
Gehl (2011) who studied public spaces by observation techniques with a mission of improving
the experience of public space. Whyte’s findings in The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces
(1980) prove looking at how people use spaces over long periods of time reveal some preferences and conventions that people might not realise they had in the first place: for example,
people might write in questionnaires they prefer large open spaces but in reality, gravitate towards smaller enclosed spaces in the city. These kinds of insights helped me lay the groundwork
for my further observations and interviews as well as the ultimate goal of understanding the
spatial and aesthetic experiences of citizens and the potential of placemaking in improving
them.

1.3 Case studies
Case studies are “a way of selecting data” in a particular setting and, as a selection method, are
often associated with abductive research strategy (Blaikie, 2009, pp. 186–197). The final case
studies in this research were not determined until the early summer of 2021. Together with the
commissioner representative, we originally discussed various neighbourhoods that were subject
to upcoming suburban regeneration projects. Out of those options, Malmi was initially chosen
due to the ingrained interest I had as a citizen and a researcher for this neighbourhood: I spent
my childhood and youth in Malmi and thus had tacit knowledge about the neighbourhood that
could prove useful in conducting qualitative research. In the early summer of 2021, I became
aware of a planned placemaking project in Ylä-Malmin tori, precisely the part of the neighbourhood I had intended to study. As the initiators were planning another project in
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Malminkartano, I decided to include a second case study in order to broaden the potential results
and insights.
Both projects studied here were commissioned and funded by Forum Virium Helsinki, the selfdescribed innovation company of the City of Helsinki, as a part of their Helsinki Innovation
Districts project (Finnish: Fiksu kaupunki -hanke)5. “The green urban oases” (Finnish: vehreät
kaupunkikeitaat), or pop-up spaces, were conceived as open hangout spots for citizens during
the summer of 2021 (Bergström, 2021). Both featured a small poster with brief general information about Helsinki Innovation Districts and the upcoming suburban regeneration projects in
the area. In order to understand the full context of these case studies, it is important to consider
that the actors involved in the two projects did not themselves frame the projects as placemaking6. However, I studied them from a placemaking perspective: I focused on the projects’ effects on the uses, functions and experiencing of the public space respectively in Malmi and
Malminkartano, and I did not consider the data sensors and other digitalisation-related viewpoints endorsed by the Helsinki Innovation Districts project in the context of their work.

Figure 1: Locations of
Malminkartanonaukio in
Malminkartano (left red dot)
and Ylä-Malmin tori in Malmi
(right red dot) within Helsinki
(photo: Wikimedia commons,
Jalmari Sarla)

5

See more https://forumvirium.fi/fiksu-kaupunki-helsinki-innovation-districts-alykaupunkikehitys-laajeneemalmille-pasilaan-malminkartano-kannelmakeen-ja-mellunkylaan/
6
Also, my later criticism towards them in light of placemaking theory should be understood as an intellectual
exploration of how to identify ideal placemaking practices using the example of these case studies, not as me
holding the actors and individuals of these projects responsible for not fully adhering to a particular theory they
were not using in the first place
14

The placemaking project in Malmi was designed and built by an urban design and placemaking
company Parkly. It consisted of three seating elements that also function as beds for edible
plants and herbs. The elements were initially placed in an old water fountain that has lacked
water for years, with an aim of creating a new urban greenspace in place of the empty pool.
During the project’s timespan, Parkly involved local kindergarten, library and other organisations in construction of the elements and events in the pop-up space. In Mid-August, Parkly
was moved outside the pool into the square due to the excess rainwater. This experimentation
provided an interesting opportunity to study the changing uses and perceptions of the same
project in two slightly different locations.

Figure 2: Parkly project in Ylä-Malmin
tori in its initial location that flooded
after rain
(photo: author)

Figure 3: Parkly project in its later
location in Ylä-Malmin tori during a
market day
(photo: author)
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The placemaking project in Malminkartano was designed and built by a company InnoGreen
who specialises in green walls and indoor plant solutions. The ‘Green Stop’ consisted of a letterS-shaped element that hosted two round benches for sitting, plant wall and pots, a chess table
and a blackboard for writing and drawing. InnoGreen project was situated in Malminkartanonaukio, a central square of Malminkartano neighbourhood situated close to the railway station
and local services.

Figure 4: InnoGreen project Green
Stop in Malminkartanonaukio during a
community event
(photo: Forum Virium Helsinki)

Figure 5: Sitting area and pollinatorfriendly plants of the Green Stop
(photo: author)
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1.4 Ethics and reflexivity
Generally, it can be determined that research is conducted on an ethical basis if its potential for
positive effects exceeds its risks or problems (Murphy and Dingwall, 2007). In regard to the
“privacy, confidentiality and anonymity” of this research (Sieber, 2008, pp. 117–128), all of
the material in my dataset is fully detached from the identities of my informants. After the
finishing of this research project, I will delete the recordings of conversations and interviews I
have made in my fieldwork in order to respect the continued anonymity of my informants. This
action follows the description I gave to my informants upon recruitment about the confidential
handling of my data and their ensued full anonymity, after which all of my informants consented to be recorded within those explicated boundaries.
Furthermore, in order to scrutinise the “validity” (Maxwell, 2008, p. 216) of my analyses, results and conclusions, there are three wider ethical discussions I want to take up here: my relationship with the actors funding and implementing the placemaking projects, my research approach in relation to the neoliberalisation of university politics and my innate sympathy towards
the planning and politics adjacent to placemaking.
Reflexivity and intersubjectivity are inherent elements in ethnography and qualitative research
(Blaikie, 2009, p. 217; Huttunen and Homanen, 2017; Pink, 2015; Watson and Till, 2010) and,
thus, the researcher themselves is always a part of the research field, producing ethnographic
information together with their informants (Huttunen and Homanen, 2017). From this “reflexive character of qualitative research” follows that the researcher as a person will always affect
the outcomes of their research, thus making transparent discussions of reflexivity a more relevant approach in qualitative research than discussing its replicability (Blaikie, 2009, p. 217).
When conducting this research, I was personally deeply involved in the placemaking projects I
was studying, making my position potentially less impartial as a researcher. However, it is ingrained in ethnography that the researcher involve themselves in the process as an individual,
emotional and physical personality and has multiple roles throughout the research process
(Aromaa and Tiili, 2014; Marttila, 2014; Parr, 1998). In my case, I was present in the field at
least in the roles of an urban researcher, student, former resident of the neighbourhood, representative of the placemaking company and a perceived representative of the City of Helsinki or
the University of Helsinki.
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The most evident ethical issue to be addressed is my role as a researcher commissioned by the
City of Helsinki, an organisation who also ultimately provides the funding for the placemaking
projects themselves through its public innovation company Forum Virium Helsinki. The people
and sub-divisions of the City of Helsinki commissioning my master’s thesis and the placemaking projects were not initially connected with each other on daily matters; in fact, they became
aware of each other’s activities in this particular case through my facilitation. None of these
organisations ever approached me proposing anything related to my scientific work. Another
relevant association was my freelance work during the summer of 2021: I had been acquainted
with the individuals behind the company Parkly already years before my thesis project and I
worked for them on commission during my thesis process, providing observations and insights
regarding the usership of their pop-up park elements in Kalasatama and Malmi. I did my commercial and scientific research with separate methods on separate occasions in order to disassociate the activities from each other for ethical clarity.
Ethical questions linked to academia I was weighing throughout the research process had to do
with the role of commissioned theses and applied research in the neoliberalisation of academic
conditions in the University of Helsinki. An applied researcher is inherently less “autonomous”
than a basic researcher (Bickman and Rog, 2008, p. 8). I contemplated my independence from
my commissioner and whether applied research projects were fundamentally different, in a
problematic way, to rigorous academic study. It was evident that the university as an institution
displayed a supportive stance towards applied research and wanted thesis makers to cooperate
with organisations outside the university, since I found the topic for this research in a yearly
thesis market event promoting commissioned thesis opportunities for master’s students. Furthermore, the interplay of research and practice is built into urban studies and planning as a
field: planners need to collect various types of background information in the planning process,
ideally rigorously generated by the scientific community, and, on the other hand, urban studies
researchers have a great position to produce useful knowledge which can guide planning decisions and ultimately have a positive impact on society outside the academic circles. This applies
especially to researchers engaged with topics directly related to urban planning as the synergies
between practice and research are considerable and productive in their nature7.
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In a sense, a thesis commissioned by a public entity avoids some scrutiny regarding the goals and motivations of
the commissioner that a privately commissioned work of science would and should be subjected to. Ultimately,
though, similar problems of power and representation are present in all science.
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As in the role of an ethnographer it is crucial for transparency to understand, identify and
acknowledge one’s “personal goals” (Maxwell, 2008, p. 219) and “biases” (Fetterman, 2008,
p. 543), I want to ethically discuss my sympathetic stances towards the urban planning and
politics practiced by my commissioner. During the research process, I was contemplating how
my political positions regarding urban planning affect my work as a researcher, is it possible or
even necessary to act neutral when dealing with politicised questions related to public space
and “the right to the city” (see Lefebvre, 1991), and how will I face my informants with whom
I probably on occasion disagree on matters of urban politics. Sometimes, “personal reasons for
wanting to conduct a study, and the experiences and perspectives in which these are grounded”
is seen as a sign of the researcher’s partiality, but it can also be “a source of insight, theory, and
data about the phenomena you are studying” (Maxwell, 2008, p. 220). Upon starting this project, I had a positive preconception of placemaking as a Helsinkian and an urbanist. I came to
find and choose this topic for my thesis, and the cooperation with the City of Helsinki, from a
professional perspective where I was sympathetic to the “new urbanist” (Garde, 2020; “What
is New Urbanism?,” 2015) planning and policies adjacent to placemaking: prioritising pedestrians over cars, favouring densification over urban sprawl, enhancing healthy and liveable urban design and reclaiming public spaces for public life. This planning philosophy resembles
the current paradigm of urban planning practiced by the City of Helsinki, as well as many other
major cities around the world (Garde, 2020), and ties into the polarised political climate in
Helsinki regarding urban growth and densification. During the time of conducting this research,
such new urbanist policies seemed to suffer a backlash in Helsinki as many of its advocates
suffered a defeat in the municipal elections in June 2021. This contextual knowledge is important in fully understanding the implications of this research.
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2 Theoretical framework
In this chapter, I discuss existing literature in the selected topics to arrive at theoretical syntheses and sufficient definitions of the main terminology, building an interdisciplinary understanding of urban experience in a sensory and aesthetic sense. The theoretical framework of this
research reflects the interdisciplinarity of contemporary urban research, planning, and development. I want to understand how public spaces are experienced among people in the city by
examining the sensory experience of urban spaces and juxtaposing the physical perception of
scale, proportions and space, the spatial experience, with philosophical perspective of places,
rhythms of city life and aesthetic experiences. This theoretical construction functions as a base
for my ethnographic exploration of urban experience in the everyday public spaces in Malmi
and Malminkartano neighbourhoods in suburban Helsinki.
Terms like “place”, “space” or “spatial” can be difficult to define in the academic context due
to their prominence in non-academic vernacular or their general ambiguity (Friedmann, 2010;
Malpas, 1999). The main terms and concepts examined and put into practice in this research
are place, placemaking and public space. As this research is closely linked to urban planning,
much of the used theory has an urban planning focus and is driven by the problems, conflicts
and perspectives related to urban planning practice (for example Gehl, 2011; Whyte, 1988,
1980). Consequently, I will not go deeply into the philosophical foundations of environmental
aesthetics, but rather operationalise the viewpoint of urban aesthetics to understand the need for
emphasising individual bodily experience of public space in urban planning practice and shed
light on the possibilities of placemaking. On the other hand, I will merely touch upon some of
the most central problems of urban planning; social justice, economics, gentrification, and their
effects on the city as a living environment.
Thus, I examine urban experience here as a phenomenon built on the experiencer’s sensory and
aesthetic perceptions of the physical urban space (see Lehtinen, 2015; Zardini, 2016, 2005). In
a sense, much like in the philosophical examination of the city and humans in cities (Jacobs and
Malpas, 2019), in this research, too, the city itself is the target to be studied as well as the setting
in which the research takes place.
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2.1 Place and space
According to Pink (2015, p. 13), “theories of space, place and the experience of the environment
are central concerns to human geographers”. Definitions of the words ‘place’ and ‘space’, however, vary notably across contexts, disciplines and centuries (Vihanninjoki, 2021). The interpretations, discrepancies and relations of these ambiguous concepts need to be addressed each
time they are used (DeLyser et al., 2010). Many scholars referenced in this research (see
Lehtinen, 2015; Pink, 2015; Tolonen, 2019) have utilised Yi-Fu Tuan’s 1977 classic Space and
Place to arrive at useful elementary definitions. According to Tuan (2018), while space and
place are casually mixed in everyday speech, “space is more abstract than place”. In order for
space to become a place, it needs external “values” and a sense of familiarity imposed and
experienced by humans in a social context (Tuan, 2018). It is important, however, to understand
place and space not as a simplistic “binary” but entailing more complex meanings that can be
approached with qualitative research (DeLyser et al., 2010).
Urban humanities, social studies and urban planning practice have had many approaches to the
study of places and spaces in human environments. For example, since its early days, an inherent element in anthropology has been its in-depth descriptions of places like the structures of
villages and their ensued social and cultural meanings (Coleman and Collins, 2006; Hinkson,
2017; Relph, 1986). In geography, place has been studied for centuries as both a physical location and a more abstract experiential phenomenon, constituting the “phenomenological foundations of geography” (Relph, 1986). Space itself has been seen as socially produced and the
question of urban spaces intrinsically linked to politics and ideologies in an unceasing struggle
over “the right to the city” (Lefebvre, 1991). Relph (1986) notes that ‘place’ is such a multifaceted concept that it cannot be studied from merely within some particular strict disciplinary
viewpoint like formal geography, but rather from a spectrum of experiences it encompasses.
Due to their theoretical essence, it is challenging to analyse “space” and “place” or “spatiality”
in any way detached from empiric or physical manifestations of these concepts (Vihanninjoki,
2021). Malpas (1999) defines place in five ways, the first of which is practically “a definite but
open space, particularly a bounded, open space within a city or a town”. Relph (1986) looks at
place from a more human perspective as “a centre of action and intention” that is a fundamental
part of “human consciousness and experience” and differentiates space and place by noting that
“space provides the context for places but derives its meaning from particular places”.
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According to Kopomaa (1997, pp. 37–39), the “habitus” of place can be defined by its function,
use, structure and meaning.
Buildings, streets and squares are the units, spaces and places, that are physically defined by
architecture and ideologically created by planning. In modernist urban planning, space was an
arbitrary leftover of rationalist allocation of elements on a two-dimensional map, placing little
or no emphasis on the actual resulting spaces between the building volumes, or the “life between buildings” as phrased by Jan Gehl (2011). The relation of people and the place is undeniable: “In this context places are ‘public’—they are created and known through common experiences and involvement in common symbols and meanings”. Places come to be through
individual experiences, but those experiences are produced by a larger spectrum of social conditions. According to Relph, “places are thus basic elements in the ordering of our experiences
in the world”. (Relph, 1986)
Places are thus mainly discussed through experiences and it is often argued that place is an
experiential phenomenon (Vihanninjoki, 2018). Places are often characterised using terms like
“sense”, “atmosphere” or a “spirit” of a place, which implies a spectator that relates to the place
and gives it its meaning, a human body in a physical space (Haapala, 2005). The way we relate
to places has to do with our degree of awareness of the environment: in a new city we are tuned
to “strangeness” as every sensory perception is new to us, whereas in our everyday surroundings we feel “familiarity” and consequently are usually not stimulated to the same extent by
anything we experience (Haapala, 2005, 1998). Familiarity is the element that creates bonds
between people and places (Relph, 1986). Relph (1986) takes up another place-related dualism
of “insideness and outsideness”, relating to the fundamental particularity of the place. The need
to be attached to a place and practice caretaking regarding that place is a fundamental part of
life and culture among people (Relph, 1986). According to Relph (1986), “the identity of a
place is comprised of three interrelated components, each irreducible to the other—physical
features or appearance, observable activities and functions, and meanings or symbols”.
Relph draws an interesting comparison regarding the psychological and/or spiritual relationship
humans have with places: as opposed to some indigenous cultures whose place-related attitudes
have been studied extensively in anthropology, the so-called modern (or ‘Western’) society
contains places whose spiritual meanings and symbols have been replaced with “functional”
and “secular” meanings. However, even in the contemporary Western society, in moments of
disruption in their places of everyday life, for example, during an urban regeneration project
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(like the suburban regeneration of the case studies of Malmi and Malminkartano in this research), the underlying psychological difficulty of letting go of a previous perception and experience of that place comes apparent among people. This phenomenon of deep emotional connection with places exists today as well as in the time Relph wrote his book: people often oppose
development even when they have something to gain from the change because they are unable
to come to terms with the changing of their experience of place. (Relph, 1986)
In addition to philosophical considerations, the study and design of places in the city has been
examined from an empiric perspective, often closely tied to urban planning practice. The ethnographies conducted among socio-economically deprived urban areas in American cities from
the 1920s onwards by the Chicago School of urban sociology (see Park, 1969; Whyte, 1981;
Wirth, 1969) are sometimes thought of as the origin of urban-focused sociology, anthropology
and ethnography (Deegan, 2007; Schwanhäußer, 2016). Influenced by social anthropology and
these pioneers of urban sociology, ethnographic methods have gained popularity among social
sciences in the study of place-based urban phenomena (Jackson, 2016).
It is relevant to analyse places through the human activity they facilitate. Highly influential to
contemporary urban planning and placemaking, a strain of thinkers and theorists of public space
in the 20th Century advocated for active public life: William H. Whyte praised small urban
spaces’ ability to foster active public life (Whyte, 1980), Jane Jacobs highlighted the importance
of street life and the role of lively sidewalks in enhancing safety and social life (Jacobs, 1972)
and Jan Gehl’s practice-oriented approach to public space quality focused on the aspect of social interactions in urban space and their importance to its perceived quality (Gehl, 2011). Urban planning as a practice can affect how the variety of human activities are realised in public
space and thus, by a strategy of diversification of uses, functions and services, create “richer
street life” and increase the interaction of people of different backgrounds (von Bonsdorff,
2007). Both many empiric research projects and philosophical essays about places in the city
have reached the same conclusion: public spaces are successful when they are popular, alive
and actively used by crowds of people (García-Doménech, 2015; Gehl, 2011; Jacobs, 1972;
Sepänmaa, 2007; Whyte, 1980).
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2.2 Placemaking
According to Relph (1986), places ought to be studied for two reasons: they are central to understanding how humans relate to and experience the world and, by examining them, we can
learn to improve existing places and create better new ones. Relph (1986) describes “placemaking” as either “unselfconscious” or “selfconscious” depending on the nature of how the
place came to be where it is; as a result of arbitrary placement of buildings around it or as a
component of a total design that explicitly represents an ideology. A popular way to define
placemaking is a notion of an anonymous “space” being turned into an affective “place” by
means of community involvement (Dupre, 2018). Much of the contemporary knowledge production around placemaking is made by various non-profit actors like Placemaking Europe (see
Besters et al., 2019) and perhaps the most prominent among them, the Project for Public Spaces,
who defines placemaking as a community-driven process that shapes urban spaces to become
“quality public spaces that contribute to people's health, happiness, and well-being” (“What is
Placemaking?,” n.d.).
Placemaking can be a goal or a by-product of other processes in the city. For example, in Helsinki suburbs, ethnic stores and their associated visual expressions of multiculturalism in public
spaces have been seen as locally-driven placemaking (Hewidy and Lilius, 2021). From an urban
aesthetics point of view, simply inhabiting places in a city is in itself a form of placemaking,
for city dwellers are not merely passive users of architecture and urban environments but they
actively create them as places by filling them with their lives and activities (von Bonsdorff,
2007). Citizens reclaiming urban spaces through uses like skateboarding or street art, or “spatial
tactics” (Tonkiss, 2005), can be linked to placemaking practices. Two other terms used to describe similar activities with a varying degree of differentiation in the roles of the initiator and
the community are “tactical urbanism” (Sadler, 2019) and “DIY urbanism” (Fabian and
Samson, 2016). DIY urbanism can be characterised as “micro-spatial urban practices” (Fabian
and Samson, 2016). Tactical urbanism cherishes “good disorder” in the city and can be seen in
concepts like parklets (parking spaces turned into small parks originating in San Francisco) and
“governance-by-prototyping” (Sadler, 2019). The philosophy behind such approaches argues
“that the city is a product of its own ‘immanent’ order that has no need for imposed order” and
even evokes less mainstream ideologies like anarchism (Sadler, 2019). As two opposite ends
of the spectrum, the immanent order can be exemplified in processes like DIY urbanism and
placemaking, “creative self-organisation”, whereas the imposed order in the ideas and practices
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of post-war modernists like Le Corbusier and Robert Moses (Sadler, 2019). The modernist architecture and planning have created spatial conditions that actively prevent spontaneous and
autonomous grassroots human activity from occupying places in the city (Sendra and Sennett,
2020). While this dynamic has all but disappeared in the 21st century, much of the justifications
for placemaking were articulated as a result of political activism that opposed the modernist
hegemony in urban planning in the 20th century, for example, during the well-known campaign
by Jane Jacobs and other urban activists towards the spatial policies of Robert Moses in New
York in the 1960s (see Jacobs, 1972).
Designing places is a practice that extends throughout human history but placemaking can be
seen as an inherently contemporary conceptualisation (Salzman and Yerace, 2018). However,
the ideas that went on to shape the concept of placemaking have their roots in earlier decades.
In the 1970s, urban sociologist William H. Whyte formed a research group to study the use of
plazas and parks in New York City with video cameras and notebooks in order to develop an
understanding of the elements that constitute good public spaces (see Whyte, 1980). According
to Whyte (1980), these kinds of observation techniques, common in anthropological studies
around other parts of the world, had not been used to that extent in the US cities before (though
Whyte acknowledges Jan Gehl’s similar work in the 60s-70s in Copenhagen multiple times).
Both Whyte and Gehl combined quantitative data gathering techniques with qualitative analyses. The findings from Whyte’s research were collected in a seminal 1980 book The Social
Life of Small Urban Spaces, which functioned as a practical urban planning guideline for the
local planners in New York.
Whyte came to an interesting conclusion that was contrary to their initial hypothesis: even in
supposedly crowded Manhattan, many of the larger plazas seemed to be empty most of the time
and mainly used for passing through. However, smaller and more enclosed urban spaces
thrived. Whyte came to reiterate the finding of Jan Gehl (2011): seeing other people is a main
point of attraction for people and good public spaces exemplify this human trait. As Whyte
eloquently put it, “what attracts people most, it would appear, is other people”. (Whyte, 1980)
Interestingly, how people actually behave in urban spaces is often different to what they answer
in questionnaires regarding their preferences in using urban spaces (Whyte, 1980). This poses
a wicked problem for urban planners, “placemakers” and participation experts. Whyte (1980)
praises small spaces in their ability to foster active public life and interestingly points out how
the places with the greatest potential for placemaking are often “leftovers, niches, odds and
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ends of space that by happy accident work very well for people”. These kind of places hold also
the biggest potential for placemaking, since the most regular and seemingly uninteresting
spaces in a city can tell a lot more about everyday experience, and thus hold a higher significance in its creation, than celebrated and canonised places of already recognised cultural or
architectural significance (Vihanninjoki, 2021).
Whyte and his team went on to analyse what elements constitute these successes and made
various interesting observations: when the users of a park or a plaza consisted of small groups
of people as opposed to separate individuals, it appeared to signal a more successful public
space. Often, people they interviewed had decided specifically to come there, leading Whyte to
conclude that a “high proportion of people in groups is an index of selectivity”. Another sign
of a good place is seeing people engaged in a conversation. Unsurprisingly, they also found that
supply creates demand: for example, people tend to sit in places where there are most places to
sit. Whyte introduces the concept of “sittability” and lays out principles for good urban design
where the edges of elements should be the height and width that make comfortable and varying
places to sit on. According to their findings, making plazas and public spaces this way, as opposed to offering dedicated benches and tables, is not only cheaper but more successful in attracting people and recreational activity. Whyte also considers natural elements like sun and
wind, as important factors to consider in placemaking: for example, southern facing spots are
more likely to be successful than other alternatives. (Whyte, 1980)
A key insight in Whyte’s research, and an inherent aspect of good urban design and placemaking, is experimentation. Conventional urban planning is not experimental: when the city makes
a plaza with concrete benches, it will be impossible to adjust their location later based on the
users’ behavioural patterns. When Whyte proposes to let people inform the best urban design
choices by placing mobile wooden benches instead of permanent concrete ones, the theory resembles contemporary placemaking practitioners’ materials. (Whyte, 1980)
Whyte provides a clear, practical and well-articulated and argued overview of how to design
public spaces in a way that attracts people and social life. His body of work went on to influence
the Project for Public Spaces (“William H. Whyte,” n.d.), which is perhaps the most prominent
organisation promoting placemaking today.
The ethos of placemaking, fostering open and joyful public spaces for various uses and people,
has not gone unchallenged. Various mechanisms of social and spatial exclusion exist within out
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public spaces (Koskela, 2009). Hostile architecture is a widespread urban design practice dedicated to making urban spaces less welcoming for the “unwanted” users (De Fine Licht, 2017)
and, therefore, generally less accommodating to any recreational uses. To this practice, placemaking could be seen as the empirical and philosophical antithesis. Whyte (1980) calls the
subjects of hostile architecture “the undesirables” and notes that the real problem is not their
presence in the public realm per se but rather the policies and designs aimed at marginalising
them, the hostile architecture itself. Privatisation and securitisation can often have the opposite
effect than intended, too: Whyte (1980) describes a Manhattan park frequented by cannabis
dealers. To solve the perceived problem, half of the seating was removed and fences put up,
resulting in a situation where the few ‘regular’ people increasingly disappeared and the unlawful or ‘problematic’ behaviour got more prominent (Whyte, 1980). Similar restrictive strategies
are sometimes employed in contemporary cities with not much better results.
Another political project closely linked to placemaking is the reclaiming of car-dominated
spaces and surfaces in urban environments for pedestrians and non-motorised traffic as well as
recreational uses and creation of new greenspaces. The car-dominant urban planning was for
long politically framed as the liberation of mobility, while, in reality, with the growing speed
limits and ever-widening roads for cars, it has represented the opposite for the majority of city
dwellers by decreasing the ease of movement across districts and neighbourhoods for pedestrians, cyclists, animals and others (Macauley, 2007; von Bonsdorff, 2007). Whyte predicts
(1980) that our cities will allocate much more space for people over cars as “the times has come
to start giving some of it back to the pedestrians from whom it was taken”.
A potential tension related to public instances like cities and municipalities, undertaking placemaking processes, is the extent to which the local public are involved in the process and how
dominant the role of the municipality is. While placemaking theory puts a strong emphasis on
the grassroots process through which the ideas for tactical urbanism are produced (“What is
Placemaking?,” n.d.), there seems to exist a risk of municipalities using placemaking as a topdown application of urban design or environmental art. This kind of design-dominant approach
implicitly places values like city branding and tourism business over locally-rooted long-term
community processes and ensued social cohesion (“What is Placemaking?,” n.d.). In placemaking processes, there is a serious risk of reducing the activity to mere branding and thus catering
for the needs of the capital as opposed to the potentially-replaced local community (Fabian and
Samson, 2016; Friedmann, 2010). On the other hand, these different end goals of placemaking,
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like a thriving community and an increased investment in the neighbourhood, are not necessarily mutually exclusive in all cases.
It is important to distinguish placemaking from environmental art. When urban planning processes disrupt the everyday experience of urban environments, environmental art is sometimes
seen as an “easy solution” to compensate for the loss of experiential aesthetic qualities and
meanings (Vihanninjoki, 2018). In addition to promoting art for its own sake, it is important to
imagine ways of developing urban environments based on ways more tactful and respectful
towards the everyday experience (Vihanninjoki, 2018). According to Project for Public Spaces,
placemaking is inherently community-driven and place-specific approach to developing urban
environments. This strong emphasis on the role of the local communities sets placemaking apart
from a top-down or artist-driven environmental art.

2.3 Spatial and aesthetic experience
I study the experiencing of public space through two important concepts: spatial experience and
aesthetic experience. Broadly defined, experience can be seen as a way of conceiving and interacting with the surrounding reality outside of one’s own body (Lehtinen, 2015; Tuan, 2018).
A fundamental element in (aesthetic) experiencing is “perception” (Berleant, 2007; Brady,
1998; Rantala, 1998). According to Lehtinen (2015), aesthetic experience happens as a result
of having an initial spatial experience. Both are linked to senses and sensing but cannot be
attributed to one particular sense (Lehtinen, 2015). While spatial experience and aesthetic experience share overlapping definitions, they need to be understood separately and in relation to
each other (Lehtinen, 2015). Thus, I use spatial experience and aesthetic experience in this
research as interlinked concepts and tools for analysing public spaces. I also discuss these categories of experiencing in relation to the sensory spectrum as a driver of the experience of
public space.
Places as experiential everyday phenomena cannot be described merely by their physical attributes like location and separated from their cultural, social and personal qualities (Relph, 1986).
Thus, in order to understand the meanings of place, one must look at the experience of place in
light of its many characteristics (Relph, 1986) ranging from physical dimensions, functions and
sensory stimuli to cultural meanings, social activities and individual’s emotional attachment.
However, spatial experience cannot be simultaneously discussed from all of these perspectives,
so some attempts at definitions need to be made within each context.
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All senses are ultimately tied to the reality of space and spatiality (Lehtinen, 2015) and the
“aesthetic experience of place” is fundamentally linked to sensory perception (Berleant and
Carlson, 2007). Zardini (2016) proposes a new framework of ”sensorial urbanism” when planning public spaces. While the aesthetic value of urban spaces is an important factor in the contentment of residents and a thriving neighbourhood (Florida et al., 2011), public spaces have
long been perceived, studied and designed almost exclusively from a perspective of visual quality (Lehtinen, 2015; Sepänmaa, 2007; Zardini, 2016, 2005) and vision has generally been emphasised over other senses in the Western cultures (Howes, 1991; Ingold, 2007; Porteous,
1990). The relation of the body, sensory spectrum and urban space is a condition that is real but
not often contemplated in everyday life (Lehtinen, 2015). Modernist architecture and planning
has disregarded the elemental significance of sensory perception, thus leading urban environments to become increasingly alienating and inhumane (Berleant, 2007). As cities have become
cleaner and healthier, they have also ideologically and practically become “deodorised”
(Classen, 2005). It could even be said that architecture and urban planning have since the 18th
century been preoccupied with hygienisation of public space, the concealment and even cancellation of the experience of public space through hands, nose and ears (Zardini, 2016), or at
least viewing them as arbitrary and coincidental elements in the public space (Sepänmaa, 2007).
A heightened regard for the possibilities of utilising the entire range of sensory perceptions is
already common in various commercial and artistic contexts, and it is increasingly important to
consider when planning urban environments, too (Berleant and Carlson, 2007; Zardini, 2016).
Sepänmaa (2007) suggests that each city has a “sense-identity” that is defined by the most elemental sensory experiences through which the city is perceived. Moreover, there is a distinct
“soundscape” in every city that encompasses local varieties of sounds that are present in all
urban settings like the sounds made by public transportation (Zardini, 2005). On a smaller scale,
the same logic could be applied to any public space within a city. Even if the visual sense is
recognised as the prominent means of conceiving the environment (García-Doménech, 2015;
Sepänmaa, 2007), the increased interest in all senses regarding architecture and urban planning
is reflected in the growing popularity of using concepts like ”character” and ”atmosphere” when
discussing urban environments (Zardini, 2016). In addition to visual cues, the sense of public
space is created by the sounds of pedestrians walking, birds singing, performers playing music
and other such innate sonic elements (García-Doménech, 2015). Increasingly, such “organic”
or “natural” soundscapes are overrun by more dominating “mechanic” and “electronic” soundscapes in the city (Berleant, 2007; Zardini, 2005). Moreover, noise pollution from mainly car
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traffic has long been recognised as one of the biggest problems to be tackled in urban environments today (García-Doménech, 2015). Often, cities aim to increase the “quality of life”
(Thompson, 2005) by employing a mechanistic framework of quantifying decibels in order to
generally reduce and regulate all noise and sound levels (Zardini, 2005).
Environmental aesthetics has historically been mostly occupied with finding ‘objective’ aesthetic qualities in environments, but the understanding of aesthetic experiences as fundamentally place-specific phenomena is gaining ground and placing an emphasis on the particular
place as the initiator of the aesthetic experience (Vihanninjoki, 2018). Perhaps worryingly, urban planning has been largely working within these ‘objective’ aesthetic values as opposed to
the ones emergent from the lived experiences and existence in a particular place (Vihanninjoki,
2018). The difficulty of conceptualising and articulating one’s place-specific aesthetic experiences poses a challenge for urban planners trying to understand the role of aesthetics in the
citizens’ urban experience (Vihanninjoki, 2018). However, redesigning and reimagining existing spaces is an elemental activity in improvements in the spatial and aesthetic experiences in
the city (Lehtinen, 2015) and placemaking can be seen as a philosophy and practice aiming at
precisely that impact.
The study of what constitutes a human experience in public space, both spatial and aesthetic,
and how senses are involved in that process, is seen as the central problem in this research.
Experience is examined in this research mostly through the sensory and perceptual aspects, but
it will always raise questions about the abilities to use space, the perceived agency and the
extent of empowerment of different groups and individuals regarding the use of space.

2.4 Urban aesthetics
Urban aesthetics as a viewpoint, much like all philosophy in the context of the city, is an inherently cross-disciplinary, multi-faceted approach, and not a clear scientific discipline with strict
traditions and constraints (Jacobs and Malpas, 2019). Values, meanings and experiences related
to aesthetics are important aspects of life in the city, and consequently of urban planning, but
they are not often properly defined or scrutinised (Haapala et al., 2019). Urban aesthetics does
not merely examine what is beautiful but also considers unfavourable aspects linked to aesthetic
knowing, such as various types of pollution, debris or failing architecture and their effects on
the aesthetic experience of urban environments (Berleant and Carlson, 2007).
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Aesthetics is strongly linked to experiencing and the values and meanings given to experiences
(Vihanninjoki, 2018). Thus, urban planning and design should be understood as the creating of
“sequences of experience” rather than a technical distribution of masses and their assigned
functions (Berleant and Carlson, 2007). From an urban aesthetics point of view, urban experience is a fluid concept happening in the interplay between the experiencing body and its surroundings, combining the bodily perception of the surrounding spaces with the contextual
meanings linked to themes like culture and history (Berleant, 2007). Ultimately, a city’s “character” and “success” are evaluated largely by analysing its aesthetic sensibilities (Berleant and
Carlson, 2007).
Urban aesthetics and the experience of architecture in the city can be discussed in the context
of “everyday” through philosopher Martin Heidegger’s concept of “everydayness” (Haapala,
2017). To understand the experience of everyday life, it is important to look at the places in
which those experiences happen (Vihanninjoki, 2018). While architecture is often simply understood in our life as the spatial and material context in which the everyday life happens, the
aesthetic experience of architecture cannot be overlooked as an integral part of ‘everydayness’
(Haapala, 2017). For example, some essential urban elements like marketplaces and structures
and landmarks that help orientate oneself in everyday life contain important locally constructed
and place-based aesthetic values and meanings in addition to their clear main function
(Vihanninjoki, 2018).
Despite having been overlooked in the aesthetics literature (Leddy, 2007), much of the aesthetic
value of public spaces, or the lack thereof, resides in empirical details like materials, pavings,
surfaces and contours of the landscape (García-Doménech, 2015). The perceived decline in
aesthetic quality regarding such details in contemporary cities can be seen as a result of modernist architecture and planning seeking to distance itself from tradition and thus abandoning
the pre-modern knowledge and skills accumulated over centuries of craftsmanship (GarcíaDoménech, 2015).
The perceived aesthetic value of everyday surroundings in the city has been found in empiric
studies as an equally important factor for citizens as more practical aspects like location and
proximity of services (Vihanninjoki, 2018). It is difficult, however, for planners to advance the
aesthetic values of lived environments due to the their inherent ambiguity and multi-interpretational nature (Vihanninjoki, 2018). Vihanninjoki (2018) points out that for aesthetic values to
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be better integrated in urban planning and decision-making, more emphasis should be placed
on participatory methodologies that can help collect citizens’ experiential knowledge.

2.5 Critiques of urban planning
The societal relevance of this research is closely tied to the problems of urban planning. Contemporary urban planning and its preconditions set by modern capitalism have transformed the
idea of the city from a confined and contained unit into an ever-expanding network humans,
goods and built environments (Cunningham, 2019). Cities are physically produced and re-produced by labour but the city as a concept has even been argued to have been formed or resulted
by “consumer capitalism” (Flanagan, 2019). Public spaces have been deleted, eroded or dulled
by planning and designing urban environments essentially for passing car traffic instead of pedestrians with their various activities (Macauley, 2007). These inherent dynamics of capitalism
in the contemporary city are at the centre of urban planning conflicts and urban politics, namely
the growth of the city and how it should be managed and/or fostered in order for the city and
its citizens to thrive. Some politically contested physical manifestations of these dynamics are
public spaces, the subject of this research.
As is evident from on-going planning-related discussions, public spaces are increasingly facing
the pressure of privatisation, and thus are often no longer able to foster collective uses like
before (Daniels et al., 2012; Friedmann, 2010; Koskela, 2009; Low and Iveson, 2016;
Macauley, 2007; Zardini, 2016). Public spaces are also blighted by growing control that is
driven by a perceived decrease in safety (for the relation of fear and urban spaces, see Koskela,
2009), which in turn is driving architecture and planning to focus more and more on strategies
to disguise these systems of control (Zardini, 2016). Since the 1980s, architecture and urban
planning has been seen as tools for preventing crime and increasing safety, leading to problematic practices and conditions (Koskela, 2009). The paradigm of controlling spaces through urban planning has been increasingly scrutinised in the last decades, though, and more inclusive
ways of including citizens in urban development called for (Fabian and Samson, 2016; Low
and Iveson, 2016). As urban areas are now more prominent environments for human activity
than ever before, imposing discipline through spatial practices ought to be replaced with an
increased focus on public spaces’ ability to enhance citizens’ health and well-being (Zardini,
2016).
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Urban space is a setting in which our social norms are present in our daily life (Castelli, 2019).
Modernist urban planning has created urban spaces that efficiently achieve the segregation of
city functions and people as opposed to fostering the communal nature of urban life in the lively
public spaces of a pre-modern city (Castelli, 2019). By combining technocratic policy approach
with an emphasis on individualism, this “neoliberal city” has de-politicised public spaces and
given much of the public realm to commercial functions, thus excluding non-consuming citizens from using new so-called public spaces in the process (Castelli, 2019; Flanagan, 2019;
García-Doménech, 2015). This development has made cities more alike in a negative way and
decreased the particularity and locality they embody (Flanagan, 2019). To this “placelessness”
that capitalist mass-culture imposes on places (Berleant, 2007; Berleant and Carlson, 2007;
Relph, 1986), placemaking could be seen as a locally-based counter-action. This, however, demands a serious reassessment of many “modernist planning approaches” still prominent today
in the fields of architecture and urban planning (Fabian and Samson, 2016).
Helsinki, like many cities, has recently steered its urban development away from the modernist
principles and following a planning paradigm that directs urban growth and new construction
in existing urban areas as infill development and densification (see the current masterplan
“Yleiskaava 2016,” 2020). At least on paper, this new approach emphasises pedestrian and
cycling environment over cars. While this urban planning ideology is argued to bring benefits
in an ecological sense by more efficiently utilising existing infrastructure, and in economic
sense by agglomeration of services and consumers, it is important to sustain the aesthetic quality and everyday socio-cultural values that exist within urban areas today (Vihanninjoki, 2018).
The contemporary urban planning paradigm is based on the communicative tradition in which
planning-related knowledge is produced through social interactions in cooperative processes
(Staffans, 2004). In the context of this research, I see placemaking as the next step from the
participatory processes of communicative planning: an urban planning approach that helps improve everyday life in the city by empowering citizens to reclaim urban spaces and re-evaluate
the spatial, functional and aesthetic value of places. Thus, placemaking and its human-centred
methodologies ought to be an essential factor in the urban planning paradigm of the era of
densification.
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3 Data and analyses
The analyses of this chapter are based on insights derived from the material I gathered and
produced during fieldwork sessions between July and September of 2021. The data consist of
my fieldnotes and recordings of conversations with locals I encountered during my fieldwork
sessions. From a grounded theory (see Charmaz and Mitchell, 2007) and ethnographic perspective, I have processed this data in order to draw analyses on the uses and functions, the sensory,
spatial and aesthetic experiences, and the effects of the placemaking case studies on the public
spaces in question.
How to make sense of the vast amounts of raw data collected in the field is a common challenge
for ethnographers (Charmaz and Mitchell, 2007). The fieldwork I conducted resulted in a dataset consisting of fieldnotes and recorded conversations or informal interviews. After the initial
collecting of the raw data, I reviewed the material and identified commonalities between informants’ perceptions. I also collected interesting details that seemed to exemplify something
broader about the topic. Qualitative analysis consists of two phases: simplifying the observations and “solving the riddle” (Alasuutari, 2014). The idea of the simplification is to approach
the analysis of the data from a particular theoretical and methodological perspective, thus identifying the relevant parts of the material (Alasuutari, 2014). Solving the riddle refers to the
process in which the researcher makes interpretations about the studied phenomenon based on
the material and the theory (Alasuutari, 2014). My process of analysis was inspired by coding
in grounded theory (Charmaz and Mitchell, 2007) and by Watson and Till’s (2010, pp. 128–
129) account of “coding, wherein we identify general patterns, clarify connections and relations, develop possible insights and refine ideas”. I did the coding and the analysis of my material by hand, analogically, using pen and paper and my notebooks as well as a digital text
editor.
I listened to the interviews and made a new round of notes based on what I found relevant or
interesting. These included direct comments made by informants during interviews and my own
reflections and insights from the process. While I wrote down the informants’ comments from
the interviews in Finnish, following as closely as possible the original phrasing, this was the
phase where I started to shift from Finnish to English. I reflected on my data and experiences
mostly in English.
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As my research approach was distinctly qualitative, I needed to analyse my data in a manner
suitable to qualitative methods. While it is a part of designing social research to “anticipate the
amount of data needed to conduct the study” (Bickman and Rog, 2008, p. 22), I had to avoid
thinking about my dataset in quantitative terms like ‘how many’ informants, interviews or fieldwork sessions is enough. Instead of contemplating the size of the dataset, it is crucial to ask by
which means the data is gathered and how were the informants chosen (Töttö, 2012)8. Only if
the informants are chosen randomly but systematically out of a group, so that each act of choosing is independent from other acts of choosing, the numeric amount of them holds analytical
significance (Töttö, 2012). In my case, in order for me to make arguments based on the numeric
value of informants, for instance, claiming a particular opinion, I would have had to choose
them in a randomised way out of all the residents of that neighbourhood. Consequently, instead
of “statistical generalisations”, I aim to make “analytic generalisations” that are based on thick
descriptions of the particular conditions related to my case studies (Blaikie, 2009, p. 193).
As I studied two particular public spaces, in order for my informants to be chosen, they had to
be present in those spaces during my fieldwork sessions. However, I did not interview everyone
in the scene and result to unscientific “accidental sampling” (Blaikie, 2009, p. 177) but rather
used my own reasoning and knowledge on who to approach and include in my research, thus
practicing “judgemental sampling” (Blaikie, 2009, p. 178; Fetterman, 2008, p. 553). However,
I was practically unable to study the experience of people of ethnic minorities, people with
disabilities, shy people who would not engage in a conversation with me or other people who,
for one reason or another, did not spend time in the public space during my limited time in the
field. Thus, I am unable to use arguments based on the number of my informants claiming
something because I am unable determine if increasing my sampling would change the prominence of the data leading that potential argument. My dataset and the ensued analyses deal with
the experiences of those individuals and myself in the field. I
n a sense, qualitative research is often more about describing and understanding particular experiences in particular time and space rather than formulating “universal laws” (Blaikie, 2009,
p. 192). While the knowledge derived from my dataset do not amount to a universal description
of the experience of locals in the studied neighbourhoods, they open a window to some
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During the analysis phase of my research, I challenged my scientific stance by reading a polemic critique of
qualitative research approach (see Töttö, 2012). I chose to consider the viewpoints of this ‘devil’s advocate’ to
identify the potential mistakes I could make in my qualitative thought; for example, using quantitative reasoning
(“most of my informants” and so on) without a quantitative research design and representative sampling.
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individuals’ experiences which can suggest ways to understand larger phenomena. I look at
their experiences as they relate to my own and draw analyses from the triad of informants’
knowledge, my own bodily impressions and my theoretical findings.
My data gathering was affected by my personal background as a Helsinkian. When I interviewed locals, it often changed the atmosphere of the situation for the better when they learned
I was a local myself. I spent my childhood and youth in Malmi, so I was able to connect with
the informants there on issues requiring tacit knowledge. By discussing local phenomena, we
were able to create mutual trust fast. Often, this effect involved humour around local grievances
like an infamous escalator in the Malmi train station that had malfunctioned for decades and
was recently replaced with old-fashioned stairs. As my informants started to perceive me at
least as a semi-local, they opened up more easily and, while I made no particular effort to hide
my affiliations, did not necessarily think of me primarily as a representative of the City of Helsinki (which I, at the end of the day, was to a certain extent as a commissioned researcher). In
the case of Malminkartano, I lacked the biographical advantage, but gained a somewhat similar
effect by being a born-and-raised Helsinkian and having acquired some basic information, even
a bit of tacit knowledge, regarding Malminkartano through my previous work at the City of
Helsinki and my study projects. Also, reflecting on my experience as a former Jakomäki-resident helped me connect with the locals, as they understood I had similar life experiences and
they did not have to explain everything to me. Sometimes, I noticed, they began using Helsinki
slang words in a more relaxed way after learning about my identity.
As I have detailed in the previous chapter, ethnographic knowledge is intersubjective and created in cooperation with informants. Consequently, my experiences in observing these public
spaces were greatly enhanced when I started conversing with locals in addition to my observations. However, as an important aspect of my theoretical framework and analysis are the sensory perceptions that form the basis for spatial and aesthetic experiences, I employ a fair amount
of my personal (auto-)ethnographic reflections on experiencing these public spaces.

3.1 Fieldwork
One of the main concerns for me during this research process was how to conduct ethnographic
fieldwork during the COVID-19 pandemic. When I started working on this research in the late
winter and early spring of 2021, the government of Finland shut down many public amenities
and restricted gatherings of people in order to combat the pandemic. Needless to say, no
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placemaking projects were initiated during this time. I started reading and planning ethnographic walking interviews (see Bamberg, 2017; Evans and Jones, 2011; Ingold and Vergunst,
2008; Jokinen et al., 2010; Kusenbach, 2016, 2003; Lynch and Rivkin, 1959; Macauley, 2007)
that would enable me to indirectly study the potential of placemaking through conversing with
informants and experiencing urban spaces together on foot. However, it soon proved difficult
to recruit informants even with the needed safety measures taken.
Unsurprisingly, other ethnographers had pondered the same issue: many employed autoethnography to make sense of the psychological experience of living and working in the era of the
pandemic (Burton, 2021; De Vos, 2021; Lupu, 2021; Sreberny, 2021), some resulted to digital
ethnography or re-defining their “field” in the digital context in order to continue social distancing while conducting research (Chambers, 2020; Goralska, 2020), some made their ethnography more “collaborative” by involving the subjects in digitally “co-creating” parts of their
research design (Arya and Henn, 2021; Brinkworth et al., 2020), some directed their ethnographic focus towards their everyday surroundings and gained new insights for their research
(Green, 2020), while others took up directly COVID-19-related research problems like the antivaccination movement (Durand and Cunha, 2020) or the “human-virus relationality” (LindeOzola, 2020). My research was so heavily centred on issues reliant on the physical presence of
both mine and my informants’ bodies in the studied space that from early on I deemed it impossible to pivot to any remote-based tactics. As opposed to some ethnographers studying public spaces in relation to the pandemic (for example, the changes in Dutch marketplaces in Eck
et al., 2020), I did not want to make COVID-19 such a central aspect of my research.
During the late spring and early summer of 2021, the COVID-19 situation began to improve.
By the summer, I was luckily able to return to my original plan of studying placemaking projects directly. I found suitable case studies in Helsinki and it felt feasible once again to meet
people outdoors, enabling me to conduct fieldwork on site. My fieldwork in Ylä-Malmin tori
and Malminkartanonaukio started in July 2021 when both of the placemaking projects were
initiated. In this chapter, I will detail my fieldwork approach and the ensued research process
in practice.
Fieldnotes are “descriptive”, “selective” and contemporaneous accounts of occurrences, events
and activities the ethnographer witnesses in the field (Emerson et al., 2007, p. 353). During the
first few sessions, I wrote fieldnotes about my own perceptions in the space regarding the activities I witnessed, the atmosphere I perceived, soundscapes I heard, sensory experiences and
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sensations I underwent in my bodily experience in the space. These remarks and insights provided the background for my analysis of the spatial and aesthetic experiences in the places I
was studying, but they also enabled me to rethink my research arrangements and continue
moulding my approach.
In applied research, the fieldwork is usually shorter in length and “noncontinuous” in its nature,
as opposed to traditional ethnographies (Fetterman, 2008, p. 554). My average fieldwork session lasted from one to three hours and consisted of sitting in a bar terrace or a bench and writing
fieldnotes about what I saw and experienced around me, ranging from descriptions of sounds
and weather phenomena to social interactions and other occurrences. I conducted observation
sessions different times of the day from morning to evening, but most of the sessions took place
in the afternoon. I came to notice the obvious importance of weather in using public spaces:
after one or two times, I decided I would not do any fieldwork during rainy days as absolutely
nothing else was happening than people rushing through the square to the station or their home.
Practicing “judgmental sampling”, the choosing of the informants based on my ethnographer’s
intuition to find the people who might have interesting things to say about my research topics
(Blaikie, 2009, p. 178; Fetterman, 2008, p. 553), I moved on to increasing my interaction with
locals after some observational sessions. Practically, I often struck up conversations with people who happened to be present in the space simultaneously to myself. As interviewing is “ethnographer’s most important data-gathering technique” (Fetterman, 2008, p. 554), I contemplated conducting semi-structured interviews, but, like Parr (1998, p. 29), I wanted my accounts
with locals to be more like “ethnographic encounters” rather than interviewing situations9. Often in practical fieldwork setting, these different modes of communication between the ethnographer and the informants blend into one another (Deegan, 2007). Starting with an interviewlike approach, I witnessed how the encounters provided less useful material than relaxed conversations as the informants’ demeanour transformed as a result of me framing the situation as
‘an interview’. This happened especially with one of my informants who was a notably quickwitted in her points during informal situations, but I could barely get a word out of her when I
had my recorder on. My loose questionnaire got reworked multiple times over, I experienced
more encounters and began to understand how to ask the right questions that sparked more

9

On a few occasions, I had my dog with me during fieldwork sessions. I wanted to test if a canine assistant could
enhance the friendliness of the encounters. While it certainly had that effect, I deemed it more troublesome from
the perspective of my scientific aspirations to have to focus my attention on attending to the needs and behaviour
of my dog instead of observing my surroundings without obstructions.
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natural conversations. I did the “informal interviews” (Fetterman, 2008, p. 554), or ‘conversations’, and wrote my fieldnotes in Finnish besides one informant with whom I spoke English.
Whenever I would approach a person or a couple for conversation, I would present myself as
an urban studies researcher making a master’s thesis. I disclosed the nature of my method:
interviews would be relaxed, I would not collect informants’ personal information like their
names, and I would only use their comments in my scientific work without anything tracing
back to them personally. I would not even become aware of their identity myself. This approach
had an effect I was looking for and people showed signs of trust and relief as a result of this
short brief of my data gathering technique and usually gave me a permission to record our
conversations using my phone.
When writing fieldnotes, I also reflected on the experience of spending time in public space
and observing. By placing myself inside the field, the physical elements in the public space, I
used my body as a research tool (see Parr, 2001). In my strategising, I did not go as far as Parr
(2001, p. 161) in attempting to evoke “verbal research relationships” by using her body in an
“unusual” manner but instead stayed within the boundaries of conventional behaviour in public
space: sitting in non-offensive poses and mostly minding my own business. The physical act of
writing fieldnotes felt like the most atypical activity I was engaging in with my body in the
space. Especially during the first sessions, I became strongly self-aware through my activity of
physically writing in a notebook. It felt like an archaic activity one rarely encounters these days
and I was thinking to myself: how does seeing a person write something in a notebook affect
others’ eagerness to share the space? Is it mostly perceived by others as a delightfully surprising
quirk, a neutral or mundane occurrence or even as something suspicious and out of the ordinary?
I would begin the interview by acquiring a broad introduction to the person’s identity regarding
their age and gender. I needed this information in order to distinguish different informants from
each other. It would have been problematic to either simply assume such matters based on how
I perceived them or ask them directly if they identified as ‘a man’, ‘a woman’ or ‘other’. Also,
it could have affected the atmosphere of the interview situation as I did not aspire to spark a
conversation about the politics of gender representation, a potentially divisive topic. During my
first interview, I came up with a way to inquire this by first reflecting on my own identity: “I
would characterise myself as a 30-something male from Vallila. How would you describe yourself in such a manner?” This proved a good approach.
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I considered the fact that many people I talked with were older than me. In Finnish cultural and
social etiquette, it is sometimes recommended to use the respectful plural form when addressing
one’s elders. Especially in previous decades, it might have been frowned upon if ‘a youngster’
addressed an elderly in the singular case. On the other hand, I have witnessed situations where
a relatively aged person has got offended from having been addressed in plural, perceiving it
as an insinuation of their status as an old individual. From early on, I decided I would use the
singular case when addressing anyone I met in order to signal to the other that I see us as as
equals and I want our conversation to be relaxed and not formal. In my experience, it is extremely rare for an older person to protest this approach and it worked well during this research,
too.
After each interview, I would make reflexive notes about how I perceived the situation, the
informants and their thoughts. During these post-interview reflexive sessions, I would often
come up with ideas for my thesis work regarding issues like the developing my method or
discussing research ethics in addition to the topics of the interviews themselves.

3.2 Sensory mapping of spatial and aesthetic experiences
To understand the changes and effects the observed placemaking projects had in the public
spaces they inhabited, respectively, I needed to assess the current state of each place. I started
my observation sessions by examining the squares from my own sensory perspective. I will
start here by examining my sensory impressions and the spatial and aesthetic experience in
Malminkartanonaukio during my initial observations and move on to describe Ylä-Malmin tori
in the same manner. I will refer to the placemaking projects as follows: ‘Green stop’ in
Malminkartano and ‘Parkly’ in Malmi.
***
My spatial experience in Malminkartanonaukio is initially pleasurable, resembling an urban
experience in a dense city: the square is distinctly human scale as it is not too wide, the buildings
surrounding it are only three storeys’ tall, and it has a lot of interesting activities happening in
its edges. The plentiful green elements, trees and bushes, lining the edges of the square almost
successfully obscure the mundane appearance of the worn-out 1980s red-brick architecture.
The facades of buildings in Malminkartanonaukio have seen better days. In addition to red
brick, I see green metal railings, grey concrete and faded red pavings. The most prominent
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colours of the square are red and green in various hues. The bushes on the edge of the square
are charmingly overgrown and seem to slowly reach towards the centre of the square. Little
weeds are growing through the paving on the edges of the square.
The soundscape of Malminkartanonaukio is characterised by shifting modes. A somewhat invasive mode that creates a ‘wall of sound’ effect consists of continuous flow of chatter from a
nearby pub terrace (even in the morning) and the background easy-listening soul music that
emanates from the pub. This is especially prominent in the soundscape of Malminkartanonaukio when both of the two pubs are open in the late afternoon and evening. Sometimes, an intoxicated yell breaks the evenly distributed flow of chatter for a brief moment. This mode is
interrupted for ten seconds by the sounds of passing trains roughly every five to ten minutes as
well as the occasional overpassing airplane. When one starts listening to other, more subtle
sounds, one becomes aware of people’s steps as they walk across the square, often carrying
groceries in bags, and sounds of bicycles gliding through the square, augmented by people’s
conversations with each other as they make their way. All of these human-made sounds are
contrasted with birds singing and, during quieter moments, the crisp sounds of already dried
fallen leaves tumbling on the pavement with the wind. I find myself surprised by the apparent
dominance of the rustling leaves in the seasonal soundscape of the square, easily making for
the most poetic aspect in my aesthetic experience. This feeling is strengthened by the sound of
wind chimes from somewhere I am unable to locate.
After my initial observations in Malminkartanonaukio, the Green Stop was installed on the
square in early July. All in all, it affected my spatial experience in Malminkartanonaukio moderately. It seemed to fit right in, maybe even too much, rendering it somewhat unnoticeable
from the other elements in the square sometimes. In my perception, the resulting aesthetic experience of Malminkartanonaukio after the Green station was installed did not differ drastically
from before, either. The most notable change was the wood-coloured elements’ effect on the
colourscape of the square, otherwise dominated by different shades of red.
***
There is a certain monumentality to the architecture of Ylä-Malmin tori. My spatial experience
in the square is characterised by the widening shape of the expanse that leads one’s attention
towards the entrance of the Malmintori shopping mall, also the direct route to the train station.
Grid-like lines on the paving colours create a structure to the ground that seems to indicate the
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direction of movement. Ylä-Malmin tori feels like a broad open space, somewhat enjoyable but
also slightly too long to grasp with human perception, for the end points of the longest axis of
the square are quite far apart. The shape of the square itself resembles an Italian old town but
the worn-out grey facades create a different impression. The green elements are situated mostly
towards the mall entrance: line of leafy trees extend through the longer axis of the square and
colourful flower pots are placed in a few locations. In the centre of the square lies a pool that
contains no water (unless it is unable to absorb excess rainwater) and an adjacent rusty brown
sculpture. Three terraces extend from the pubs to the centre of the square.
The soundscape of Ylä-Malmin tori is fairly quiet on midday: some chatter from the pub terrace
is accompanied by a breeze of wind in the trees. I can barely hear the sound of soft saxophone
music from inside the bar. In the evening time, the sounds of chatter become more dominant
and masculine, profanities and intoxicated speech can often be heard. Occasional cyclist and
plentiful pedestrians add to the sounds of the square if you are close enough to hear them; the
square is so wide that occurrences on the other edge might be unnoticeable when it comes to
sounds. I can hear a distant backdrop of car traffic noise, as well as the occasional passing of a
long-distance train that rushes fast along the railway cutting through Malmi. The colours of
Ylä-Malmin tori are mostly different shades of grey and white in the facades and the pavings
accompanied with the dominant rusty-brown sculpture next to the pool. Flower pots add a
splash of colour, but they do not overturn the generally mild colourscape in the square.
After its installation in the pool in July, Parkly with its wood-colour appearance and green
plants stands out from its surroundings but something is off. It is practically slightly lower than
the ground level due to being inside the pool, which creates an impression of the elements
sinking into the ground. It is surrounded by weeds growing by the edges of the pool which
obscures the aesthetic experience of Parkly itself. The visual appearance is somewhat untidy
due to the blight of the pool and its immediate surroundings. This notion of the square not being
taken care for is highlighted when I see a months-old election advertisement on an electric box.

3.3 Behaviour and activities in the spaces
Based on my observations, the default mode for people in both Ylä-Malmin tori and
Malminkartanonaukio was easy strolling and passing through on foot. They are both the main
squares of their neighbourhoods and the spaces through which people cross on their way to and
from the train station, the main transportation and service hub of the area. Besides the odd taxi
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or delivery car, both of the squares facilitate exclusively pedestrian and bicycle mobility and
the edges host various commercial functions like stores, kiosks, restaurants and pubs. Both
squares also contain visible vacant storefronts.
Engagement with the placemaking projects in either of the squares was not particularly extensive based on my fieldwork. My general notion was that both squares benefited from their respective placemaking project aesthetically and in terms of overall utility and improvement of
functions, but ultimately the projects did not transform either of the squares in a dramatic fashion. I saw a repeating behaviour in both squares, where people would curiously approach the
pop-up space but right before reaching it, decided to continue their way somewhere else.
I will first look more closely at the behaviour and activity in Malminkartanonaukio and then
move on to examine Ylä-Malmin tori in a similar manner. In this chapter, the section on the
Malmi case is longer because so many interesting themes arose from my fieldnotes, observations and conversations regarding Parkly in Malmi. While the Green Stop did not raise many
larger questions regarding the image of the space it occupied, the state of the neighbourhood or
urban planning horizons, the opposite was true with Parkly and Malmi.
***
As stated, my general impression of Malminkartanonaukio was that passing through is the
dominant activity. I remark in my fieldnotes how this is the impression even during a July day
that is among the best of the year from a weather perspective. However, almost always when
arriving at Malminkartano by train, one encounters a drinking posse that occupies the space by
the pub and the grocery store in the immediate proximity of the train station. Besides drinking
and passing through, I witnessed various activities and behavioural patterns: sitting in the terrace, talking on the phone, standing in a group and having a conversation, playing the game of
footbag, sitting by the stair eating ice cream.
I started my fieldwork by observing various happenings on the square and listening in to what
people were talking about. Initially, I did not approach people for conversation but let them
come to me if they felt comfortable. An excerpt from my fieldnotes describes the scene on a
Sunday afternoon in early July:
I sit at the terrace of the nearby pub overlooking the place where Green Stop
will be installed soon. It is a hot summer day and the terrace is a cool shade
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from the burning sun. After I move deeper into the terrace to the shade from
my seat that got exposed to the sun, a couple arrives at the scene and greets
the two women and one man sitting in the terrace in a friendly matter. They
start discussing urban gardening: “I have had a garden lot for 30 years, I just
can’t get rid of it. For me, this heat is unbearable, and I need to have something
to do in the evenings”, the just-arrived middle-aged man explains. I gather
they are locals. I feel slightly uneasy about being there among them and making fieldnotes without disclosing the nature of my activity and role to them.
Nevertheless, I continue listening in to their conversations which are uttered
in a manner that undoubtedly does not seek privacy. A silent man joins the
conversation. “I am of the opinion that Malminkartano should be kept for us
ancient drunks; open the bars in the morning”, he states with a very slow voice.
He is a part of the community but his input to the conversation is smaller than
the others’. It becomes clear that they are indeed very local people as the
woman next to him states: “when I moved to Kannelmäki in ’65, here were
only fields!” They go on to debate the changing of the landscape and the neighbourhood as a result of the train station being built in the 1970s. Soon enough,
the conversation returns to gardening, the previously mentioned middle-aged
man asks the others with a pleased tone: “did you get your midsummer potatoes from your garden? We sure did!” As I continue observing the scene and
making notes, the crowd approach me and start to pet my dog. They are polite
and do not acknowledge my unusual activity of note-taking.
After my initial fieldwork sessions, the Green Stop was placed by the outermost edge of the
square from the viewpoint of the train station. It was now really close to the edge of the square,
and the resulting alley between the Green station and the adjacent bushes was only a meter or
two wide. This way, it was definitely not blocking the pedestrian paths, but it raised other questions: in this spot, the Green Stop almost dissolved into the bushes. While it was not obstructive,
it is neither in a place where one would ideally seek for a sitting possibility. Nuances of the
placement can have a notable effect on the spatial experience, I reasoned, as the added seating
might be perceived belonging to the edge of the space or the middle of the space based on a
subtle difference, affecting the likelihood of sitting and staying. Furthermore, while edges are
generally identified as attractive locations for spending leisure time in urban squares (Gehl,
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2011, p. 148-149), in this case, it felt slightly different as the seating area was facing the edge
rather than the square itself and created an inconveniently tiny semi-enclosed space.
During my initial observations with the Green Stop in place, I pondered whether the location
for it was optimal. People seemed to hardly notice it when they passed through the square.
However, throughout the summer, it became more common to see groups of people using the
sitting functions of the Green Stop. Being shaped like the letter S, I noticed a tendency where
the side facing the bushes in an enclosed manner was more likely to attract groups of drinkers,
while the other side opening to the walking routes across the square was often used by elderly
and non-drinking locals. Ironically, the enclosed and less welcoming side, with merely the distance of one meter separating it from the bushes, featured the element’s participatory installations, a chess board and a chalk board. Based on my observations and discussions, the chess
board was hardly used at all, but the chalk board contained messages ranging from jokes and
children’s drawings to nazi symbols and obituaries. I entertained the idea of placing the Green
Stop the other way around, and whether it would have activated more people through the chess
board and the chalk board. On the other hand, in my conversations with some locals and the
makers of the Green Stop during a late summer community event, I learned that the chess board
had been specifically requested from them by locals and they had heard of accounts of it being
used during the summer.
Nevertheless, I saw people use both sides of the Green Stop and mostly for laid-back activities.
Once, an elderly woman with a rollator accompanied by a younger woman who seemed to be
her personal assistant, moved in to the square-side bench of the Green Stop. They spend a good
20 minutes sitting there and enjoying the sun. Another time, two early middle-aged men with
blue-collar worker attire had an R-kioski lunch sitting in the Green Stop’s enclosed bench,
speaking in Estonian. A couple of times when the drinking crowd from the other side of the
square made their way to the Green Stop, I overheard some people discussing a bicycle they
had stolen and aimed to sell. Once, a passer-by, little girl, ran cheerfully towards the Green
Stop, took a little leaf from a herb and smelled it, yelling: “try this, mom! Try this!”
All in all, the Green Stop facilitated activities that happened in the square on a regular basis,
without a notable disruption or transformation.
***
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There is a continuous flow of people crossing Ylä-Malmin tori on different times of the day,
especially during daytime. In the evening, it gets less busy, but the edges gain more activity as
the bars and restaurants serve their customers. These times, the sitting places in the square also
seemed to attract more drinkers while during daytime the benches were often occupied by passers-by who were having a call or using their phones for something else, adjusting their bicycle,
smoking a cigarette or something along those lines. At lunch time, most people were walking
slowly and in a laidback manner, and no one crossing the square seemed to be in a rush to go
anywhere. The atmosphere in Ylä-Malmin tori was often relaxed and breezy, which seemed to
be a direct result of the absence of cars in the space: there is no direct need to be highly alert
while crossing the square.
Parkly was placed in an old water fountain in a pool in which no water had been flowing for
years. Initially, it was identified (by parties unknown to me) as a good location for this placemaking project, since it was known among planners and locals as an unfortunate example of
the decay of everyday urban environment in Malmi. From my perspective as a researcher, this
would provide a fruitful location for analyses on placemaking and experimentation but perhaps
in a different way than originally intended.
On many occasions, I seemed to witness a behaviour of curiosity that, for one reason or another,
did not result in a full engagement with Parkly: a couple arriving at the scene in Ylä-Malmin
tori, looking around the elements in, giving out an eager and curious impression, but after some
minutes, deciding to leave without entering Parkly; a woman stepping onto the edge of the pool,
looking inwards as if asking to herself “what are these?”; a little girl venturing into the pool and
starting to play at Parkly, only to find her mother calling for her to come back away from the
pool; a middle-aged couple strolling across the square next to Parkly and the woman taking
several pictures of it from different angles but neither of them ever stepping inside the pool; a
woman with a bicycle slowing down and taking a picture of Parkly but then continuing to ride
towards the entrance of the mall.
During the several sessions I conducted around Parkly when it was inside the pool, I noticed
almost an exclusively repeating scenario: people would come sit on the four public benches
around the pool on their way to or from the shopping centre, but they would almost never cross
the physical edge of the pool. They would do various things right next to the pool but almost
never enter it. I began to monitor this aspect of the use of the space more closely and truly, as
time went by, practically no one seemed to make the decisive effort to step over the edge of the
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pool in order to visit the newly added element in the square. During many of my observation
sessions, there were people occupying all of the four benches right outside the pool, smoking a
cigarette or talking on the phone, but no one inside it occupying Parkly. On one fieldwork
session, I noticed three elderly people who were using a rollator; for them, or people with
wheelchairs, Parkly in this location could offer nothing.
This ‘edge effect’ in Malmi was the most glaring single observation and insight during the
initial phase of my fieldwork. I was reasoning why it seemed such a significant issue. Why
cross the threshold when there is a vacant and perfectly usable bench right outside of it? Perhaps
Parkly in this location seemed as if it was not meant to be accessed for sitting in the first place.
It just might have been a psychologically less desirable spot for hanging out since it was slightly
lower than the square itself. Urban spaces, squares or hangout spots situated lower than the
surrounding street level (“sinking squares”) are rarely successful from an urban design perspective (Whyte, 1980). I also wondered, if during a busy day when the square hosts markets, Parkly
would have more visitors due to the general increased activity in the square.
Soon, the Finnish August made it clear that continuing the experiment in the same location was
not sustainable: a couple of weeks’ heavy rains had filled the pool to an extent that disabled
anyone from approaching Parkly without rubber boots. A community event was planned for the
upcoming weekend and it would be a great moment to observe Parkly during an active day at
the square. As I was involved in the project and present in the square, I took part in the process
of moving the elements to another place, roughly a dozen meters towards the entrance of the
shopping centre.
Now, after relocating Parkly, I saw the elements in a completely different light. Previously,
they had looked slightly disorderly and messy, even a bit sad. They had visually blended into
the decay of the pool itself and become defined by its forgotten state; that seemed to be the
direction of the effect, not the pool becoming better utilised or its current state less noticeable.
Now, the green herbs growing in the backrests of the Parkly elements were at the centre of
attention, as opposed to before when they were surrounded by weeds that grew by the edges of
the pool. The elements themselves were placed in a way that complemented the existing space:
they continued the axis of trees lining the square and the grid-like paving on the ground encircled them in a tidy manner. To put it simply, they fit their new place much better.
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During a communal event on an August Saturday, locals had laid their items for sale on the
ground and the benches. Parkly was now situated among the main sphere of activity and seemed
to embody none of the baggage related to the pool anymore. There were a couple of sellers and
many occasional sitters utilising Parkly during the day. As I had anticipated, on an active day
and in a more suitable location, Parkly was much more actively used than before. Some locals
walked past me saying things like: “Oh look, they have been moved here. Much better like
this”. A handful of locals also approached Parkly and asked for the herbs growing in it they had
heard about in the social media.
A middle-aged woman selling coffee and food in Ylä-Malmin tori told me about her and others’
perspective to the empty pool:
“People talk to me a lot about the pool. I personally like the sculpture but I
long for some water in the pool itself. Or at least something! They [the city]
tried to repair it many times, there was even a tent on top of it, but for some
reason it still did not work.”
What I instinctively knew from my own experiences as a former youth in Malmi, got amplified
by my discussions with locals: the pool in Ylä-Malmin tori was a central symbolic entity in the
narrative of urban blight in Malmi. Practically, it is a decaying piece of infrastructure, but symbolically it holds a significant place in the mindset of many Malmi people as one of the most
prominent physical manifestations of the lack of resources allocated by the city in upkeeping
the public spaces in their everyday surroundings. To this baggage, there were no quick or cheap
fixes that would compensate for the lack of implementing the obvious option, returning the pool
to its initial state. By inserting Parkly elements into the pool holding such place-based significance or even stigma, the result only highlighted the blight and stripped Parkly from many of
its otherwise positively received qualities.
On a September morning as I was hanging out in Parkly and waiting for a community event to
begin, I saw a nicely dressed young man walk around the elements. After strolling around
Parkly, he made his way towards the pool and the public benches, but then decided to return
and take a seat in Parkly. We started talking and he told me he was in his early twenties, a
master’s student from Switzerland who had come to Malmi to visit Migri, the Finnish Immigration Service, for his residence permit. He described the initial moment of finding Parkly to
me:
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I was here a bit early. I was looking for a park and somewhere I can sit. Then
I saw these [Parkly] and walked over to those public benches but came back
here [Parkly] and thought, ok let’s sit here. Otherwise I would have continued
to walk and search for a park. But this felt nice. Compared to those [public
benches] it’s like a different vibe, they are much more exposed and here you
can be more on your own. Funnily enough, it seems familiar to me, we have
something very similar in Switzerland, with places to sit, plants and herbs and
stuff. I was curious what kind of plants there were. it would be cool if they were
edible.
I conceived his way of looking at placemaking as a kind of an outsider view, inherently different
to all of my Finnish informants, placing the notion of improving public spaces this way to the
international context and perspective. He seemed to see them in the light of improving spaces
for people, without focusing on the contextual baggage of Helsinki planning politics. He continued to praise the premise of Parkly and analyse the dynamics of public engagement with
such projects:
I think it fits perfectly. I think when you do something new, people don’t like it
at first. They don’t know what it’s supposed to be, or it’s unclear what you are
supposed to do with this. People don’t want to touch other people’s stuff,
maybe they don’t realise you can take the herbs. Most people might think it’s
interesting, but they maybe don’t really know what to do with it. I’m a big fan
of creating places like this in squares. When a square is empty, you just feel
small, like you are small compared to everything else. It feels a bit totalitarian,
you know, like it’s meant to make you feel small compared to everything else.
This kind of makes it more human. It’s like when you move to a new apartment
and the room is totally empty, you are alone and it’s uncomfortable but sometimes when you add a chair in the hallway, it makes the room feel different
from just being empty.
His notions on Ylä-Malmin tori generally were less flattering:
Sadly, I think it feels a bit dead here. I had a feeling it was a bit outskirt of
Helsinki, almost a bit depressing to be honest. Without these [Parkly] it might
feel a bit alienating. Definitely a bit run down compared to the downtown.
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Unfortunately, he was my only non-Finnish-speaking informant in a neighbourhood where multiculturalism is an everyday phenomenon and has lately taken on new visual expressions and
place-based significance (see Hewidy and Lilius, 2021). While some of this lack might be due
to myself not approaching non-ethnic Finns enough, it is clear that placemakers, planners and
city officials need to pay more attention to fostering multicultural communities and creating
new strategies to better include them in everyday public spaces.

3.4 Spatial exclusion and the question of plurality
Observing the relation of urban spaces and notions of fear and security can reveal crucial aspects of their nature. Women experience fear more often than men, which limits their movement
in public spaces (Koskela, 2009, p. 36). My fieldwork, too, raised questions about the inclusivity of both public spaces I studied.
In this excerpt from my fieldnotes, I describe my perception of the gendered reality of YläMalmin tori during different times of the day (much of the same experiences could potentially
apply to Malminkartanonaukio or many a public space with direct presence of a relatively cheap
pub):
At some point, I realise the majority of people occupying the square are men.
This realisation does not make me comfortable; however, I feel better when a
group of dozen cheerful young women arrive for lunch in the restaurant I’m
sitting at. During daytime, a broader usership of the square can foster a more
inclusive and pluralistic space. In an evening session, even though there
seemed to be as much women as men present in the situation, I encountered
the same uneasy feelings again when I heard aggressive shouting from the
nearby terrace: “What are you trying to say, you are a woman, you cannot
understand anything about this” and a bit later “come back here, for fucks
sake, here, right now!”. I saw men arguing and making aggressive gestures
towards each other next to the terrace. The evening atmosphere was completely different and, at times, much less inclusive for non-masculine individuals and behaviours. I thought to myself, I would probably be more nervous if I
was not a white male who was likely to be left alone. As I was sitting in Parkly,
there were groups drinking beer and hanging out in a more peaceful manner
at the benches next to the pool. However, it seemed like they were of the same
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circles as the terrace crowd, for every once in a while, someone would cross
over from the terrace to the benches and vice versa.
Having grown up in Malmi, I knew about the rowdy reputation of the particular pub that hosted
people with seemingly aggressive tendencies during many of the nights of my observations.
The effect the pub’s crowd has on the square, unsurprisingly, seemed to grow during evening
time. I noticed the same effect in Malminkartanonaukio, as during evening observations I heard
more profanities and utterances with an aggressive tone. The soundscapes seemed to become
more masculine towards the evening, even though women frequented the bars, too. Once in
Malminkartanonaukio, a middle-aged man from a drinking group sitting in the enclosed part of
the Green Stop was telling a story about the changing times: “if someone had told me that once
there will exist a time when you can order a [female prostitute] from some cloud service in 15
minutes, no one would have believed them”.
While these experiences and observations should, by no means, define or stigmatise these public spaces, I feel they were relevant concerns that reflect both my own experiences and my
informants’ comments about those places.
Another notion linked to the inclusivity of the space in Ylä-Malmin tori was how it was perceived by families with young children, a seemingly sizable segment in the local population. A
local mother in her late twenties described her experience of Ylä-Malmin tori:
Walking here often makes me shudder. It is because of all of those drunks and
junkies and such. But on the other hand, I am not… As I have lived most of my
life here, I am not afraid or anything. There is even a degree of cosiness in it.10
Accompanied by her toddler child and the father, a local man in his thirties, they analysed how
they thought the square could be more inclusive for families. They did so, interestingly, by
referring to the transformation of Tallinnanaukio in Itäkeskus11:
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She was expressive in her vocabulary, so I feel I need to clarify for Finnish readers two words to capture the
connotations in her words of choice: I translated ’puistattaa’ as ’shudder’ and ’kotoisuus’ as ’cosiness’
11
Tallinnanaukio is a square next to Itis shopping mall in Eastern Helsinki with a bad reputation for its social
problems and unrest. For example, this article in Yle about Poliisi-tv (police tv, a crime-related programme) features a police describing the square with stigmatising rhetoric, characterising it “the most restless square in Finland”: http://vintti.yle.fi/ohjelmat.yle.fi/poliisitv/raportit/tallinnanaukio.html The article also accounts how the
square became “safer” after its overseeing was given by the police to the shopping mall security personnel.
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Man: That crowd has always been here, and we are used to it, but there is
simply nothing else here. That occasional flea market table is quickly browsed
and this [Parkly] is in a way a positive direction, but it would require more
investment in the infrastructure around it. If the fountain was working and
there would be something for families with young children, as is for example
nowadays in Tallinnanaukio…
Woman: Oh, that’s right, there are those play areas for children!
Man:…yes, yes, for sure, I just went there briefly and it had totally changed,
there was a totally different usership there. I remember how it used to be persistently occupied by that crowd, and they were still there but not in such large
numbers. It wasn’t just a place for passing through anymore but there were
loads of people doing stuff.
Woman: Yes, yes, that is such a good point about Tallinnanaukio, I didn’t even
think of it first, but it has completely transformed now that it has the playground and all that stuff. If this [Ylä-Malmin tori] would develop to similar
direction, I think I would like that.
During our conversation, I asked them if they would have believed five or ten years ago that
we would be standing there in Ylä-Malmin tori hoping it would be more like Tallinnanaukio.
We all burst out laughing because the idea is so absurd for any Helsinkian who has internalised
the stigma of Tallinnanaukio.
To be fair, the transformation of Tallinnanaukio is not merely a result of putting a playground
in place. In 2010, the City of Helsinki gave its permission for the shopping mall, a private actor,
to start enforcing security in the square, a public space, in assistance to the police.12 The privatisation of the control of public space might have resulted in a more pluralistic and safer square
in this particular instance, but private security companies have a less flattering history and image when it comes to respecting inclusivity, restraining their use of physical force and engaging
in fair treatment of individuals.

12

For example: https://www.hs.fi/kaupunki/art-2000004743101.html and https://www.hs.fi/kaupunki/art2000004765071.html
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3.5 “It’s a miracle it hasn’t been vandalised!”
During my fieldwork, I often contemplated William H. Whyte’s (1980) slogan “what attracts
people most, it would appear, is other people”. While this effect has, no doubt, been witnessed
in urban studies before, my reflections regarding the fieldwork in Malmi and Malminkartano
paint a bit more complicated picture.
Some locals I talked with presented me with a narrative of the average usership of the places
we were in: they perceived alcohol and drug users as the most frequent occupants of the spaces.
These conversations suggest there could exist a stigma around the squares’ main user groups.
It is probable that their presence would not render Whyte’s social effect in practice, but could I
attempt to do it with my presence? Increasingly, I did my observations and wrote my fieldnotes
sitting inside the Green Stop or Parkly in order to test this idea in practice, but I did not notice
a prominent difference in others’ behaviour. Sometimes, I felt my presence had the opposite
effect and people did not dare to enter the somewhat intimate setting with a stranger. Especially
in the case of the Green Stop, it would have been practically impossible to sit there with a
stranger without somehow acknowledging the fact that we share an unusually small space together as two strangers. Perhaps, Whyte’s effect can be seen in places that enable more separated and disconnected activities in more diverse and denser mixed-use urban environments
than these central squares of two neighbourhoods in suburban Helsinki.
As I witnessed people acknowledging both Green Stop and Parkly, but not physically engaging
with them, I started thinking about placemaking strategies that might have gone wrong in the
first iteration of these projects. First of all, were they placed in the most suitable micro-location
within their public spaces? Or, could the edges of the elements be more welcoming in some
way? What kind of conventions, strategies, discourses and viewpoints exist among locals regarding the use of public space that affect the use of the use of placemaking projects?
When I encountered locals and struck a conversation about the placemaking project or public
space generally, in reply, my informants often started talking about their expectations regarding
the threat of the elements being broken, smeared or destroyed. Public space improvement projects, it seemed, were almost exclusively discussed from the perspective of vandalism. What
surprised me was how a Malminkartano man in his seventies followed up with a comment about
the flower pots put up in the square by the City of Helsinki on a yearly basis during the summer
season:
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“It’s a miracle it [the Green Stop] hasn’t been vandalised! Those flower pots
have been here for years and they have been left alone too, no breaking or
tearing them apart, either.”
He almost simultaneously noted the “surprising” lack of vandalism regarding the Green Stop
and presented a neutral reaction towards the fact that he himself stated there is not much vandalism in the place, generally. This conversation led me to contemplate how some narratives of
vandalism might not be founded on empiric accounts of local conditions but rather act as conversational tools that serve a different purpose like the performance of social class or other type
of identity.
While these informants were worried about the usership of these places, they usually described
hopes and dreams that indicated a desire for the place to become more active as a public space.
The desire for community-driven placemaking was clear when a man in his seventies described
what he would like to happen in Malminkartanonaukio:
“It would be so nice if we got, for example, a summer market here. It could
only be here for the summer season. One could find various goods there, that
would be very pleasant for me. At some point, some markets were organised
here, they had flea markets, too, and it was nice to stroll around and observe
different happenings. Well, they are gone now and will probably never return.
Obviously, corona has had an enormous impact.”
The City of Helsinki plays a vital role in allowing and enabling such dreams to realise and
bloom. In some neighbourhoods in Helsinki, impromptu flea market events have gained popularity in recent years due to the increasingly open attitude by the municipality towards selforganising urban activities. A practical example of the actions the city organisation can take to
foster such activities is the public water fountain in Ylä-Malmin tori. Free and easily accessible
water for the plants solves a big initial challenge for placemakers regarding urban gardening
and is an infrastructural service that enables many activities to take place. It might be a relatively small matter for the City of Helsinki but the implementation of water fountains around
the city, along with a relaxed attitude on DIY urban gardens, could have a positive and transformative power regarding the uses of public spaces and perceptions of agency in shaping them.
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3.6 Attitudes towards places, urban planning and densification
Examining narratives and making “interpretations of others’ interpretations” is an important
aspect of ethnographic analyses (Cortazzi, 2007). Tani (2001) discusses “bad reputation” and
“image” of a neighbourhood in the context of drug use and prostitution in the public spaces of
1990s Kallio, a since gentrified former working class neighbourhood in the city centre of Helsinki. The notion of bad reputation was a common thread in various conversations I had with
Malmi and Malminkartano residents. This premise would often frame the beginnings of our
conversations when they analysed their neighbourhood and its main public square with a defensive bent.
When asked about her opinion about the kind of a place Ylä-Malmin tori was, instead of starting
with an account of what the place is like, a middle-aged woman in Malmi stated:
“For me, this is not a negative place like you hear from many other Malmi
residents.”
Another middle-aged woman selling coffee and food in Ylä-Malmin tori told me:
“Malmintori is fine. Much better than its reputation.”
A man in his sixties described Malminkartanonaukio with similar implications:
“I see this as a good place, I don’t see the problem here.”
When I received comments like these, it felt like the informants were trying to convince me
about their neighbourhood and familiar place being different to a preconception they assumed
I had. It is a mindset and rhetorical culture that I can easily relate to as a former resident of
neighbourhoods like Malmi and Jakomäki in North-Eastern Helsinki. Sometimes, when I took
up my history of living in these neighbourhoods, it would tone down the defensive rhetoric in
my informants’ speech.
Mostly in Malminkartanonaukio, and to a lesser degree in Ylä-Malmin tori, I had conversations
with locals about the history and the changing character of the square itself. These conversations suggest a potentially common narrative might exist about the blight of the square as a
result of a decades-spanning decrease and homogenisation of available services, a common
process in old outdoor shopping centres in Helsinki subjected to the forces of neoliberal
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capitalism. These conversations would not always be contained within the boundaries of the
neighbourhood but would include notions about other places near and far.
A middle-aged couple from Kannelmäki took up these urban transformations with me in a pub
terrace in Malminkartano:
“Kaari [shopping mall in neighbouring Kannelmäki] is too far away and too
big”, the man proclaims. “There is no R-kioski anymore at the old mall of
Kannelmäki, no ATM. Even Britannia [a famous pub] is boring nowadays.”
The points explicitly made in the conversation were often pessimistic but sometimes the tone
and the general impression of their demeanour told a different story: this couple seemed to be
small talking about change but ultimately, they presented themselves as content, sociable and
more or less happy with their everyday life in the neighbourhood.
The middle-aged woman selling coffee and food in Ylä-Malmin tori reflected on the changing
character of the square:
Obviously, it has quieted down significantly. A lot of jobs have disappeared.
Before, there used to be people here from dusk till dawn, we had banks and
people would come here to withdraw money. The market event organiser quit
years ago because there are no business opportunities here anymore for them.
The purchasing power has shifted to the big shopping malls during weekends,
there is a bigger variety of products there. Did you know this Prisma [supermarket next to the square] is the smallest in Finland?
A couple in their seventies with a long history as residents in the area described the change in
Malminkartanonaukio during a conversation about how much they generally enjoyed living in
Malminkartano:
Oh, there used to be only a couple of dirt roads here, one would lead right
down there. We used to play around here as children. What sort of bothers me
is that there used to be many more shops here, we had loads of services, more
than nowadays. They have been lost unfortunately. We would visit the post
office here, over there where the gym is now, next to that pub. There was a
kiosk and a grill there.
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Often, the discussions I tried to evoke about the experience of the public space we were in at
the time turned into discussions about urban planning in Helsinki. Especially middle-aged to
elderly people I encountered often seemed to have emotional antagonisms towards the City of
Helsinki and its stated agenda of densification. This phenomenon also took form in an ambivalence regarding the suburban regeneration projects undertaken in their neighbourhood. A man
in his sixties described the development of Malminkartano and Helsinki:
“In a way, it is good to see that new buildings are built here, and things are
progressing, but it could be a little sparser in some places, so that the buildings
wouldn’t have to face each other. A little bit more scattered planning and more
greenspaces would be to my liking. You are not going to run out of new lots of
land for building anytime soon, Helsinki of course is already quite fully built,
but if you go a bit outwards from its borders, there is a lot of space.”
The same man told me had spent his childhood and youth in Malminkartano, then lived in the
city centre in his early adulthood, and now after living elsewhere with his wife, they had decided
to return to Malminkartano a few years ago in an “escape from the urban lifestyle”. In their
mind, it seemed, Malminkartano represented a less urban sphere than the older neighbourhoods
of the city centre they referenced, notably Punavuori (of which they mainly used the Helsinki
slang word Rööperi).
On the one hand, some locals feared the effects they anticipated the urban development would
have on their everyday environments and opposed them for those fears. Simultaneously, they
felt not enough resources was being put into the maintenance and development of their public
spaces and wished for “more things to happen” there. While it is common for the city officials
to argue based on research, as well as foreign and domestic case examples, that infill development and densification can trigger more investment in the area, both private and public, the
connection between these two phenomena is not always made by the locals who are worried
about the immediate future of their everyday environments. This attitude and response could
be linked to the psychological difficulty of letting go from the previous everyday reality during
moments of disruption, as I discuss in reference to Relph (1986) in the chapter 2.1 about place
and space.
The dislike of “too dense” or “cramped” neighbourhoods might be understood as partially stemming from a perceived (potential of) decline in the quality of public spaces. When new
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buildings are fitted within an existing neighbourhood, sometimes the resulting urban spaces are
no received well by the previous residents. Sometimes, it is the new residents that bother some
people. But surprisingly often, it seems, the very notion of urbanity or ‘urbanness’ is the issue.
This was probably the case with the Malminkartano resident in his sixties who admitted he saw
rural lifestyle as ideal and described the new buildings on the other side of Malminkartano from
where they lived:
“There are the new buildings, but they are close to one another, I don’t like it
at all.”
Nevertheless, he and his wife viewed some aspects associated with urban life positively, mainly
the good availability of services within walking distance.
Some of the city-wide narratives related to urban planning and densification were so strong that
they were taken up in parts of the city where the topic of concern did not affect their own
surroundings. This occurred to me when a Malminkartano resident started criticising the City
of Helsinki for planning new housing in place of the former Malmi airport, as seen in this excerpt from my fieldnotes:
The man stated: “one thing that really strikes me as odd is the discontinuation
of Malmi airport. If they start building in that swamp, oh boy, that is going to
cost a lot! I know this even if I am not an architect or planner”. His wife then
joined the conversation: “it will be an endless effort in pile-driving13, it’s impossible to understand why the city spends money on such unnecessity”.
I took note on how the performative antagonisms of social media discussions related to urban
planning of former airport in Malmi got replicated, seemingly word by word, in the speech of
people living on the other side of the city and, in their own words, not having any real
knowledge or expertise regarding the subject. However, the same adverse attitudes did not seem
to affect the way they viewed placemaking efforts for the most parts.

13

Wikipedia: ”A pile driver is a device used to drive piles into soil to provide foundation support for buildings or
other structures.” Based to my observations in various urban planning discussions on social media over the years,
speculating on the soil quality of former Malmi airport, mainly its ability to withstand the process of pile-driving
and the suggested high costs involved, appears to be a common talking point in the anti-densification debates. For
example, searching for the Finnish words ’paalutus’ or ’paaluttaminen’ (pile-driving) results in dozens of hits in
the Friends of Malmi Airport Facebook group. See the talking point articulated in the question 19 ”Can inexpensive
housing be built at Malmi Airport?” of the FAQ section of the Malmi Airport preservationists’ website:
https://www.malmiairport.fi/en/faq/
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4 Results and discussions
In this chapter, I discuss the implications of this research, focusing mainly on the justifications
and relevance of placemaking as a concept and planning approach in the context of Helsinki. I
examine the potential of placemaking in enhancing the spatial and aesthetic experiences of
public spaces, how I interpreted my informants’ perceptions of public space experiments and
what kind of benefits and risks exist for the City of Helsinki in engaging with placemaking
processes. Ultimately, I argue that improving public spaces by placemaking is an urban development goal that citizens deserve among other stated goals14 of the urban planning of the City
of Helsinki like sufficient residential construction, proximity to services and work places, highquality public transportation, great recreational areas and comfortable and safe urban environment. Furthermore, other thriving European capitals like Copenhagen, Amsterdam and Berlin
are already fully engaged with “placemaking governance” (Wolfram, 2021), and it is important
for Helsinki to be a part of the same global community of progressive cities solving contemporary problems and setting an example of designing and cultivating great public spaces.
Results of qualitative research are always bound in their “time and space”, which means utilising them in making generalisations is difficult compared to the results of quantitative research.
It has been called to question whether qualitative research should strive for generalisations in
the first place but rather densely and systematically present the particular. However, attempts
at generalising can be based on selecting “typical” cases or multiple cases on different “sites”
that represent variability. (Blaikie, 2009, pp. 192–194)
In this research, the case studies focused on the central public squares of two suburban neighbourhoods in Helsinki: Malmi and Malminkartano. There are currently three neighbourhoods
subject to suburban regeneration projects in Helsinki: Mellunkylä, Malmi and MalminkartanoKannelmäki. I have examined the experience of public space in two out of three areas relevant
to the theme of suburban regeneration in Helsinki. This enables me to discuss adjacent larger
implications and suggest why it is important for the City of Helsinki to engage in placemaking
processes, particularly in the context of neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration.
While both of the projects were generally received positively based on my data, they were not
perfect examples of a placemaking process. While they were conceived on the basis of local
14

See p. 13, the introduction in the explanatory document of the valid 2016 master plan:
https://www.hel.fi/hel2/ksv/liitteet/2018_kaava/YK_2016_Selostus_20160614_LISALEHDELLA.pdf
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needs identified in the participatory processes of the City of Helsinki, from a placemaking theory (“What is Placemaking?,” n.d.) perspective, the local communities should have been even
more prominent and active initiators of the projects. Additionally, more resources should have
been employed in the communication, facilitation and curation of activities in the places
throughout the span of the projects. However, the projects were not conceived as placemaking
by the initiators, so it would be unfair to scrutinise them for not ‘accurately’ following placemaking theories and processes. Rather, I have examined them from a placemaking perspective
and used their example to discuss how placemaking should be conducted ideally and what kind
of benefits are bound to such processes.
In many ways, they were successful experiments in their own right. In addition to contributing
to local communities’ conditions, they started a conversation between different actors within
the City of Helsinki regarding future placemaking efforts in the studied suburban regeneration
project neighbourhoods. They also helped urban planners and civil servants identify local stakeholder groups who are willing to participate in upcoming urban development processes. Furthermore, they provided fruitful case studies for this research that enabled me to reflect on the
role of theory and planning as well as execution and implementation in public space improvement processes and open new horizons to look at the future of placemaking in Helsinki.

4.1 Reflections on research questions
I will briefly reflect on my research questions in light of my ethnographic findings and analyses
and then move on to discuss the added value of placemaking in urban planning practices of the
City of Helsinki.
How does the observed placemaking affect the spatial and aesthetic experience of the
public spaces in question?

The two observed placemaking projects had a moderate effect on the spatial experience of the
public spaces in question. They supported and extended the existing uses and functions in the
squares by providing additional green elements in the form of edible herbs as well as possibilities for sitting and leisure, but the amount of such activities did not seem to alter to a large
extent. Furthermore, the general perception of the spaces did not change drastically either, for
the added elements blended into the existing infrastructure in the squares rather than standing
out. Perhaps the biggest shift happened in the aesthetic experience: novel materials and forms
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of the installations stood out aesthetically from the other city-wide elements in the squares like
public benches and flower pots. This effect potentially enhanced the particularity of the squares,
strengthening their local roles as the main squares of their neighbourhoods.
It is not a simple question whether placemaking should in the first place drastically alter the
spatial and aesthetic experience. Often, placemaking might highlight the existing strengths of
public spaces instead of changing them in some way. The most striking change through placemaking might happen in different, less widely used and inherently less meaningful places than
the central squares of a neighbourhood. The observed projects sparked conversations about
public space and urban planning, offered additional activities and possibilities for sitting as well
as exemplified the idea of food production in public spaces by urban gardening. In many ways,
they can be deemed successful experiments even when they did not transform the experience
of the spaces to any large extent.
Preferably, the question of the desirability of strong transformation through placemaking is a
question that needs to be understood in relation to each case with its specific locally articulated
contextual knowledge and particular needs. For example, in the case of Ylä-Malmin tori, it
became clear during my fieldwork that, while seeing Parkly in a generally positive light, many
locals occupying the square wanted to see a renovation that would repair the existing infrastructure that had been, for many of them, left unattended for decades. Compared to Malminkartanonaukio, there seemed to be a more prominent pre-existing desire for improvements in the
spatial and aesthetic experience of Ylä-Malmin tori among the local community. Regarding this
locally raised theme, it was unfortunate that while the pop-up space was installed in the pool,
another branch of the City of Helsinki was planning to renovate it in the near future without
coordinating any communicative processes with the placemaking actors15. Consequently, all
publicly initiated future placemaking projects that aim to communicate urban planning goals
ought to be conducted in connection to the upcoming suburban regeneration projects and tied
into the adjacent communicative and participatory processes.

15

When the projects were initiated, no one seemed to know about the future of the infamous broken pool in YläMalmin tori, but towards the end of the summer, it was communicated that the City of Helsinki was planning to
return it to its original use by the summer of 2022. It is unclear to me whether the placemaking project and its
adjacent publicity of the blight hurried this decision or if it was already progressing somewhere in the organisation
despite the newly established attention on the matter. The confusion continued later on in October when the official
participatory budgeting platform featured a proposal “Repairing the fountain in Ylä-Malmi Square into usable
shape”: https://omastadi.hel.fi/processes/osbu-2020/f/185/budgets/16/projects/1625?locale=en
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What kind of attitudes exist towards public space and placemaking among informants?

In encounters with informants during fieldwork, I gained knowledge on various mindsets, narratives and attitudes towards public space, densification and urban planning. The conversations
with informants often began with practical matters related to the public space we were having
the conversation in but lead to larger themes reflecting the contemporary urban planning of the
City of Helsinki and, in many cases, the informants’ inability to understand or accept the goals
and reasoning behind densification through infill development. Often, the antagonisms of urban
politics performed in social media debates got replicated in our discussions about urban development.
My data and experiences in the field suggest there are generational differences in the attitudes
displayed towards urban planning. Many older informants seemed to be more likely to call into
question the entire phenomenon of urban growth and its adjacent spatial repercussions, while
many younger informants displayed a more ambivalent or accepting stance towards such
changes. The younger informants seemed to be more likely to consider issues like the anticipated rise of the value of their property as a result of densification and the increased public
transportation connections of the rail network city. The older informants were often very pessimistic and critical of the entire urban lifestyle, while the younger more commonly embraced
their urban identity and were optimistic about the future of their neighbourhoods.
A common attitude in descriptions of the studied public spaces was defensiveness. The informants seemed to implicitly try to convince me that the place was, in fact, much better than its
supposed reputation. However, also the predominant negative experiences in both squares were
often taken up in conversations16. Many informants told me they wished the square and public
spaces generally were used more actively for markets and events. For older informants, this
wish was often tied into an awareness of the history of the place and how the previous liveliness
had diminished as local services had quit or relocated somewhere else.
Regarding the placemaking projects studied here, the informants deemed it positive that an
attempt was made to improve the space, even when it was sometimes perceived as ultimately

16

Interestingly, in Ylä-Malmin tori I had more conversations about the negative experiences of the perceived
’main users’ of the square than in Malminkartanonaukio, while during my fieldwork sessions, the referred behaviour was more prominent and visible in the latter. It seemed that Ylä-Malmin tori had a more established stigma
that encompassed adjacent attitudes towards activities in the neighbourhood, highlighted by, for example, the
phrasing I encountered often among informants in Malmi: ‘so much resources being put into improving AlaMalmin tori [another square on the other side of the railway tracks in Malmi] but none in Ylä-Malmin tori’.
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inadequate or lacking something. The notion of widening the usership of each square, currently
often perceived as consisting of mainly people practicing ‘problematic behaviour’ of alcohol
and drug use, was seen as a welcome strategy, even when its fundamental effectiveness was
also questioned many times.
A particular attitude that stood out from my data was the common anticipation of vandalism.
Many informants did not initially believe in the possibility that new elements in the squares
could be left undestroyed. More interesting conversations arose from the contradiction as it
became clear that neither of the studied projects suffered from any notable acts of vandalism.
This suggests that placemaking processes can be used in shifting the local communities’ attitudes about public space use towards becoming more proactive and optimistic.
Placemaking was inherently not a widely known framework for urban development and I did
not have many conversations with informants using explicitly this word. Instead, we usually
discussed matters of public space and urban planning. Additionally, there is no widely used
Finnish translation for placemaking. This lack of preconceptions, however, might make it easier
for the City of Helsinki to ‘start afresh’ with citizens without always having to deal with the
antagonisms of urban planning and politics.
How can placemaking improve the spatial and aesthetic experience of public space in
neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects?

In light of this research, one of the many opportunities for placemaking to have a positive effect
on the everyday life of citizens has to do with the vitalisation of spatial and aesthetic experiences. Public spaces are physically constructed through a bureaucratic, technical and commercial process that involves regulatory viewpoints enforced by the city and construction companies’ inherent striving for efficiency and cutting down on costs. As a result, new or newly renovated public spaces often do not embody the spatial and aesthetic qualities that make them
desirable places for local community to practice social life and leisure in. Placemaking could
help planners to sometimes ‘bypass’ the various constraints subjected to public spaces by regulations and economical viewpoints and, together with the local community, reorient the uses
of the place to better reflect the non-commercial and social needs of the public. Aesthetically,
this helps planners to discuss the value of materials, details and sensory experiences, which can
potentially help allocate more resources to these ‘soft’ viewpoints to public spaces.
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Placemaking can potentially have many effects, among them highly transformative and positive, but it is difficult and takes a lot of effort. In public spaces that lack the needed upkeeping
of infrastructure, placemaking cannot easily solve material questions like exemplified by the
case study of the pool in Ylä-Malmin tori. In addition, placemaking cannot ‘whitewash’ away
antagonisms about urban planning and the City of Helsinki as an institutional wielder of power.
Placemaking can and should not be used in attempting to disguise the lack of allocated resources
in basic management processes or communicative negotiations with citizens.
Based on the literature, fieldwork and analyses in this research, there is a need to better understand the citizens’ spatial and aesthetic experiences in public spaces and everyday urban environments. Success of public spaces is often articulated through aesthetic sensibilities (Berleant
and Carlson, 2007), but the related considerations do not play a large enough role in the planning and decision-making today (Vihanninjoki, 2021, 2018). Furthermore, the topic of experience needs to be addressed by the power players shaping our everyday living environments on
multiple levels: experience as it relates to physical elements and affordances in space, aesthetic
values, utility, agency and participation.
While the case studies and theory from literature show that placemaking can, in fact, transform
public spaces, it is not inevitable that it does that. The changes I witnessed in these particular
public spaces were moderate, but it was at least partially due to the inherent approach of the
projects that did not fully reflect placemaking strategies. Placemaking could be seen as a part
of the management and planning framework, a regular everyday component of the practices of
the City of Helsinki, and thus not something that is always expected to produce spectacular
results. Coincidentally, by adopting this committed mindset, the City of Helsinki might be more
likely to achieve the sometimes-desired transformative effect as opposed to it being explicitly
‘manifested’ in regard to each case.
Based on my considerations, there should be a stronger focus on human-scale in urban planning
and more serious attempts to design highly enjoyable public spaces from the sensory perspective. Urban planning should not strive for the bare minimum or the lowest costs, but rather
ambitiously cater for the well-being of the human body and mind in the form of great places all
around the city.
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4.2 Added value of placemaking in urban planning
In this chapter, I look at the added value of placemaking in urban planning along with various
justifications and effects it could have when employed. As I discuss in the chapter two about
theoretical framework, it is clear that the design of public spaces is a societally relevant issue.
Great material exists on how to study, understand and design the kinds of public spaces that
foster the wellbeing of humans (for example Gehl, 2011, 2010; Jacobs, 1972; Lynch, 1990;
“What Makes a Successful Place?,” n.d.; Whyte, 1988, 1980).
In order for placemaking to work as intended, it needs to be rooted in research-informed and
locally-rooted experimentation. Whyte (1980) describes the important distinction between the
philosophies of placemaking and conventional urban planning:
“Rarely will you ever see a plan for a public space that even countenances the
possibility that parts of it might not work very well: that calls for experiment
and testing, and for post-construction evaluation to see what does work well
and what doesn’t. Existing spaces suffer a similar fate. There are few that
could be vastly improved, but rarely is an evaluation undertaken, the people
responsible for the place are the least likely of all to consider it.”
The case study of Parkly in Ylä-Malmin tori made for an illuminating practical example of the
importance of experimentation: after its relocation, it became more widely used and appreciated, highlighting the importance of observation, learning and action after the initiation of a
project. As placemaking is and should be all about experimenting, not every placemaking project will transform the space and change the world. Ultimately, improving and designing everyday urban environments is a continuous and ever-evolving process.
In order to make better places for the community, the existing places need to be understood,
evaluated and improved upon. In other words, the improvement of public spaces begins with
studying them in depth: placemaking is a tool for urban planning practice to re-evaluate and redesign existing urban places, not only plan new ones. However, if the human-centred philosophy and experimental methods of placemaking were to be employed on a larger scale, it could
also help the City of Helsinki to design better new places. Placemaking processes could ideally
contribute to reshaping the planning culture of the City of Helsinki to a more user-centred direction by providing new and better opportunities for participation and action. Furthermore,
placemaking is a relatively cheap and non-intrusive way to improve and activate the many
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underutilised public spaces in Helsinki. Herein lies the multifaceted value placemaking can
bring to the citizens.
As I have conducted a commissioned research for the City of Helsinki, I want to explore the
possibilities to apply the created knowledge in practice. Next, I will discuss various justifications for placemaking in relation to urban planning practice and societal questions.
Placemaking as learning

It is possible for planners to utilise placemaking and experimental approaches to public space
and urban design in learning various aspects about local conditions. This can help the longer
time-frame planning of the neighbourhood in question by creating information that enables
planners to become informed about what kind of solutions work in different places and thus
ultimately make better, more locally-rooted and accepted decisions.
The co-development processes of placemaking also enable a two-way learning process: local
community becomes informed of planning goals and construction issues, while the city organisation learns from the local community about their tacit knowledge, needs and aspirations for
their environment.
Placemaking processes can push the city organisation to evaluate and improve upon its current
abilities to enable experimentation in public space through grassroots processes. This can help
the city to design its participatory services to be more equitable, understandable and less bureaucratic. This contributes to the enhanced resilience of the city organisation in the face of
disruptions like the COVID-19 pandemic.
Placemaking can help the city organisation to broaden the currently predominantly quantitative
logic of measuring success of planning to a more holistic approach. Placemaking highlights the
everyday value and quality of public spaces that inspire people and communities, enhance their
happiness and well-being and make them come together.
Placemaking as participation

In Finnish urban planning, participation is a phase of the planning process required by law17.
Currently, participation is increasingly conducted by digital means like questionnaires and participatory budgeting in addition to traditional means like townhall events. I argue that
17

See https://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/ajantasa/1999/19990132#L1P6
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placemaking is a third category of participation that brings added value to other participatory
processes by initiating change in public spaces on a shorter time scale. Through placemaking
processes, people can see their ideas come to fruition fast and concretely while having tangible
agency in the process of change. Placemaking experiments are also inherently lower threshold
opportunities to participate compared to the other mentioned participatory processes.
Ultimately, one of the biggest values of placemaking for the City of Helsinki is its distinctiveness to other available means of initiating citizen activity and change like participatory budgeting, workshops and online participation. Placemaking involves not only individuals but citizen groups, NGOs, action groups, activists, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders over a long
stretch of time in the local context.
Placemaking as empowerment

Placemaking as a framework of public space management and design gives the city organisation a legitimate possibility to give some of its power to the citizens. By fostering and enabling
a striving local culture through participation in placemaking, the sense of ownership of places
can be increased among local people. This, in turn, can empower them to reclaim public spaces
further by their own means and thus be a part of a spatial process that strengthens democracy
and equality in Helsinki.
People in Helsinki often tend to view public spaces as not their own but as a highly regulated
sphere controlled by the departments of the City of Helsinki. The informal and citizen-led approaches to transforming public spaces can sometimes be de-legitimised in administrative rhetoric and processes. Placemaking extends the realm of what is possible in the context of technocratic, detached and top-down urban planning. Placemaking brings the shaping of urban environments to an understandable and reachable level for the citizens and, ideally, empowers them
to take part in it.
Placemaking can help alleviate the pressure of the political and bureaucratic system to stay in
control of every aspect of public space and steer the administrative culture towards one that
supports and enables more organic initiatives.
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Placemaking as inclusion

As I discussed in the chapter 3.4 about inclusivity and pluralism, public spaces can be less
inclusive to vulnerable groups like women or minorities. Placemaking can help broaden the
usership of places that are blighted by an excessively masculine or otherwise homogenous activity by inviting other groups of people to use the space.
I have referenced William H. Whyte (1980) many times in this research: “what attracts people
most, it would appear, is other people”. While this may be the case, it can also be interpreted in
another way. Perhaps, the dominant user group of a space attracts more of its kind and excludes
other kinds of users in the process. Often this leads to the discussion about the “undesirables”,
as Whyte calls the users of public space shunned by official planning and exclusionary sentiments. While it is a harmful objective to actively attempt to rid any group from the public sphere
by means of hostile architecture or increased control, placemaking can make the usership
broader ‘organically’ and public spaces more inclusive of all kinds of diversity. In the long run,
it is a much more sustainable strategy than increasing control over public spaces.
In the initial location of Parkly in Malmi, the aspect of inclusion might not have been considered
enough. The edge of the pool prevented people with disabilities, elderly people and parents
with baby carriages from using the space. That, in turn, left it to be reclaimed by the stigmatised
dominant user group of the square.
Placemaking as enhancer of experience

Through placemaking processes, it becomes easier to evaluate places in relation to experiences.
Placemaking helps urban planning to emphasise details and materials in public spaces, which
in turn can enhance their spatial and aesthetic experience. This knowledge helps planners to
consider the importance of senses and experiences in assessing the success of a place.
While urban liveability (Gehl, 2011, 2010) has become a popular concept in urban development
discussions (Arpan and Joy, 2020; Lloyd et al., 2016), it would often be more useful to be more
practical and employ more accessible ideas like “sittability” (Whyte, 1980) or “walkability”
(Speck, 2012) in evaluating the successfulness of public spaces. In addition to placemaking per
se, the urban design of all public spaces should allow for strolling, sitting and recreation. Furthermore, aesthetic considerations should be elevated to the importance and degree of focus
currently given to economic and technical viewpoints in urban planning.
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While this research focuses on two suburban neighbourhoods in Helsinki, placemaking can be
beneficial in other contexts, too. During the time of conducting this research, a public discussion about the blight of the city centre of Helsinki has taken place18. The COVID-19 pandemic
appears to have accelerated the process that transforms the landscapes of consumption and urban centrality: the rise of online shopping and the consequent diminishing of department stores
and other traditional places of trading goods from the city centres19. For both citizens and urban
planners, this increasingly means that city centres are transforming from places of consumption
to places of experience. In this major shift, placemaking processes can play an important role
as the driver of that change to a more sustainable, enjoyable, equitable, social and liveable
public spaces.
Placemaking as enhancer of locality

The possibilities of placemaking are also emphasised by the deterioration of public spaces as a
result of hostile architecture and excessive privatisation of public sphere. The technocratic urban design and commercialisation and de-politicisation of public spaces can be countered with
community-driven placemaking that represents egalitarian values. In addition to re-welcoming
non-consuming citizens to public spaces, placemaking could potentially help rebuild the local
nature of contemporary places after they have diminished into ‘placelessness’ as detailed by
Flanagan (2019) and Relph (1986). Placemaking can foster strategies for local-based counteractions to this homogenisation of places.
However, enhancing the vitality of public spaces through placemaking benefits commercial
stakeholders as well. In addition to community uses, placemaking can create conditions that
enhance demand for local businesses, be it temporary event-style installations or permanent
local institutions. By enhancing local culture through diversification of uses in public space,
placemaking can create opportunities especially for service, creative and hospitality industries.
For example, temporary food stalls, markets and art productions can bring together local actors
that would not otherwise meet, creating new connections, synergies and potentially innovations.

18

See, for example: https://www.hs.fi/paakirjoitukset/art-2000006586657.html
Interestingly, by some debaters in social media (mainly observed in the Facebook groups Lisää kaupunkia Helsinkiin and Puskaradio Helsinki), this change has been attributed to the perceived hindering of car-driving conditions in the city centre as a result of pedestrian-friendly urban planning. Obviously, the statistics prove the opposite:
by far the most purchasing power arrive in the city centre by public transportation and on foot, see p. 34-35 in the
report published by the City of Helsinki about the topic: https://www.hel.fi/static/liitteet/kaupunkiymparisto/julkaisut/julkaisut/julkaisu-22-19.pdf
19
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Most importantly, curating spaces through placemaking interventions tells a local story and
potentially helps uncover, preserve and cultivate valuable place-based meanings in the transforming local context. The City of Helsinki strives to develop neighbourhoods in a way that
strengthens local identities and takes into account their local character and values (“Kasvun
paikka – Helsingin kaupunkistrategia 2021–2025,” n.d., p. 13), but it can be challenging to
translate those place-based meanings into knowledge that can be integrated into place-driven
urban planning practices. Placemaking can offer a platform for local communities to present
their local identities and stories that the City of Helsinki can then learn from and use in shaping
those places through more informed and locally sensitive urban development processes.
Placemaking as mediator

Placemaking can be employed in mitigating some antagonisms and conflicts related to urban
planning. It is a particularly sensible approach in countering some of the effects that come along
with urban densification. As I wrote earlier, urban planning in Helsinki is increasingly following the logic of directing growth to existing neighbourhoods as opposed to previous decades of
urban sprawl (for example “Yleiskaava 2016,” n.d.). At the centre of these dynamics are the
neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects. Placemaking could help mitigate
the emotional response to changing everyday environments and the experienced erosion of familiarity in everyday places. In the face of the many experiential challenges of urban densification, Vihanninjoki (2018) calls for the sustaining of the aesthetic quality and everyday sociocultural values that exist within urban areas today; placemaking can direct public instances’
attention and resources to this matter without fundamentally challenging the need for densification.
Given the existing antagonism towards urban planning objectives like densification and social
mixing, it might be strategically useful to consider if placemaking could be more successful
when detached from other branches of urban planning practice. Many residents seem to view
‘urban planning’ as a force that reduces the quality of life, but placemaking processes and activities do not, as of now, always share the same burden. Placemaking could even be argued to
bring benefits by improving, repairing and developing the perceived shortcomings of urban
planning.20

20

On the other hand, if tied to urban planning and exhibiting success, perhaps placemaking could help improve
the image of urban planning practice and the many perceptions of the cynical motives of planners and politicians
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Through genuinely participatory and community-driven placemaking processes, the city organisation can send a positive message towards the local community who are facing the change in
their neighbourhoods. These processes might help the community understand and cope with
the fact that the broader developments will take a longer time to finish and for their disruptive
effects to disappear from the everyday environments.
Placemaking as strategy

Placemaking can contribute to many strategic processes of the City of Helsinki, notably the
recently conceived new proposal for City Strategy for 2021-2025 (“Kasvun paikka – Helsingin
kaupunkistrategia 2021–2025,” n.d.). These include themes like fighting segregation and territorial inequality, investing in public spaces and railway station surroundings in the rail network
city, supporting cultural sector and restaurants in the recovery from COVID-19, investing in
areas subject to suburban regeneration projects, improving walkability and mobility for pedestrians around the city and enhancing applications of digitalisation in urban environment. The
user-centred data gathered through placemaking can be integrated into the longer-spanning processes of the City of Helsinki. All of the previous aspects of placemaking can contribute to the
general resilience of public spaces of Helsinki in both social and ecological sense. They also
align with the general strategy of the City of Helsinki to use planning to enhance good quality
of life for citizens.
Risks linked to placemaking

Whenever employed, placemaking processes need to account for valid criticisms of placemaking as a concept: while it can act as an egalitarian counterforce to hostile architecture, it can
also be used to create solutions that mostly cater for the socio-economically better positioned
locations in the city and parts of the public. Coincidentally, individuals involved in placemaking
and urban planning usually represent such privileged groups themselves. Successful placemaking makes a place desirable compared to its previous state and thus placemaking as a practice
cannot fully avoid being a contributing factor to gentrification. Only if such issues are taken
seriously can they be accounted for and their detrimental effects to urban life minimised as
much as possible.
When there is a problem with the lack of maintenance of the existing infrastructure, it calls into
scrutiny the entire value of placemaking in such context. Especially a top-down approach in
such a situation can elicit negative sentiments in the local community and possibly in the media.
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In order for the experiments to be impactful and meaningful in the eyes of the local community,
they need to be initiated through collaborative processes. Otherwise, their intention might not
be understood, and the desired effect not achieved. Placemaking should not simply mean placing an installation in space, but it should be programmed and curated, have a connection in the
local context and it should tell a story about the local life.

4.3 Limitations of the study
A particular challenge that imposed difficulties for my research throughout the process were
the uncertain conditions brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition to the practical
difficulties like following the guidelines of allowed public gatherings, a more fundamental challenge persisted: how could we, me and my informants, bring ourselves to discuss placemaking,
to imagine and envision the currently empty public spaces teeming with activity and people in
close proximity to each other? For a long time, it felt difficult to imagine an incremental improvement to the ‘old normal’ of urban life when our current ‘new normal’ was centred around
coping with anxieties related to life entirely overshadowed by the experience of the pandemic.
Moreover, as Vihanninjoki (2018) states, it is fundamentally difficult to conceptualise and articulate one’s place-specific aesthetic experiences due to their abstract nature. I encountered the
same difficulty in the field. Employing my ethnographic approach in the practical everyday
setting, I often fell short in achieving the kind of conversations I aspired to have: when I tried
to take the conversation with my informants to the direction of aesthetic experiences, it would
not yield interesting discussions, but rather make it harder for them to produce more speech in
the situation. This is a challenge for urban planners, too, when trying to understand the role of
aesthetics in the citizens’ urban experience (Vihanninjoki, 2018). Consequently, I had to use
more everyday language and everyday viewpoints to engage with people and use the resulting
insights as a cue against which to reflect my personal impressions from fieldwork sessions and
formulate analyses of the spatial and aesthetic experiences from this juxtaposition.
Partially simultaneously to conducting this research, and in anticipation of the upcoming municipal elections in June 2021, I witnessed what I perceived to be strong currents of criticism
in the public sphere towards the urban planning of the City of Helsinki regarding the themes of
densification and infill development21. I felt it was impossible to conduct a research project
21

I observed this criticism of densification and urban planning of the City of Helsinki mainly in Facebook groups
like Lisää kaupunkia Helsinkiin and Puskaradio Helsinki. The same sentiments were visible in comment sections
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about urban planning for the City of Helsinki without taking this highly visible phenomenon
into account, as it is challenging to discuss urban development without addressing the complex
and adversarial field of urban politics. As a citizen, I found myself again sympathetic to the
causes the City of Helsinki was trying to communicate to the public, often culminating in seemingly poor results in terms of productive dialogue or shared understanding of the goals and
complexity of urban planning. Many of these antagonisms had to do with generational differences in viewpoints regarding the goals and aspirations of planning and politics.
I came to realise through early academic discussions and readings that I needed to determine
my implicit stance towards placemaking as a concept. The critical examination of placemaking
and new urbanism (for example Wortham-Galvin, 2008), namely such concepts’ potential role
in enhancing harmful urban phenomena like gentrification and displacement of communities,
is an important mission for urban scholars. Furthermore, addressing its role in gentrification is
a central issue for placemaking today (Mehaffy, 2019). Placemaking is often coupled with the
concept of liveability (for example Sepe, 2017) which is commonly induced in contemporary
urban development goals. Focusing on liveability (originally popularised by the likes of Gehl,
2011, 2010) can be criticised for not taking into account many problematic aspects of urban
development as well as catering for the socio-economically better positioned parts of the public
(for criticism of the concept, see Álvarez et al., 2017; Arpan and Joy, 2020; Krivý and Ma,
2018; Lloyd et al., 2016).
While such ‘deconstructive’ or scrutinising approaches are important, in this thesis, I decided
to focus on the possibilities of placemaking in improving conditions rather than its various risks
or problems. I wanted to identify the positive potential of placemaking in the process of attempting to improve public spaces and potentially solve problems related to its use, experience
and perception. This subjectively charged and hopeful approach in regard to the possibilities of
placemaking, as I rationalised, would be both more honest towards my ethnographic process
and more useful to my commissioner, for they already had information regarding the criticisms
and conflicts related to such urban planning themes like gentrification and segregation. I saw
my mission as a researcher conducting commissioned research to seek possible solutions to
problems, not merely identify their existence. Moreover, my academic background and aspirations directed me towards the everyday and bodily experience in the city, drawing from the

of Facebook posts of Green party candidates and politicians, most notably acting Vice Mayor in charge of urban
planning, Anni Sinnemäki (Greens).
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analysis of sensory, spatial and aesthetic experiences rather than more abstract contextual dynamics.
While I am not questioning the political nature of ‘the city’, in order to address the multitude
of issues related to life in cities, also other than political approaches are needed to philosophically and scientifically engage with the city as a concept (Jacobs and Malpas, 2019). It is crucial
to study and be aware of the larger context and problematise concepts like placemaking. However, it is also important to attempt to understand the experiential side of urban life in the physical places it occupies, and as it relates to everyday experiences, values and phenomena like
happiness, health, contentment, joy, pleasure and social life. In the scope of this research, I
wanted to understand precisely how the physical environment with its physical features could
enhance the well-being of citizens. A comprehensive analysis should be synthesised with an
awareness of material conditions and critical analyses of socio-economic reality. These different modes of knowing and researching have their respective legitimisations and, along with
other scientific viewpoints to urbanity, contribute to the needed cross-disciplinary understanding of the city.
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5 Conclusions
In this thesis, I set out to explore the spatial and aesthetic experiences related to two placemaking projects in the main squares of Malmi and Malminkartano in suburban Helsinki. This research was commissioned by the City of Helsinki and my aim was to produce place-based
knowledge for urban planners about local conditions in two Helsinki neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration projects. I then used this knowledge from these particular cases to
draw wider conclusions about the potential added value of placemaking as a part of the urban
planning practices in its potential to improve public spaces from the citizens’ perspective in
Helsinki.
I employed an ethnographic method in this research. I conducted fieldwork between July and
September of 2021 that consisted of participant observation, informal interviews and conversations as well as autoethnographic descriptions of my own bodily and sensory experiences. In
addition to the ethnographic data, I employed theoretical reasoning to forge the subsequent
analyses and discussions. Based on my fieldwork, I assessed that the spatial and aesthetic experiences of each public space improved moderately as a result of the studied placemaking
interventions. When conducting informal interviews and conversations with informants, I came
to recognise the challenging nature of putting one’s spatial experiences and place-specific aesthetic sensibilities into speech (see Vihanninjoki, 2018). Therefore, as I could not expect my
informants to have the vocabulary or inclination to explicate their aesthetic experiences, I
mainly utilised autoethnographic observations and theoretical reasoning in the assessment of
the effect of placemaking on the spatial and aesthetic experiences.
While the transformation of the public spaces in question was modest from the perspective of
spatial and aesthetic experience, the studied projects raised valuable conversations between me
as a researcher and the local informants, placemakers and urban planners. Furthermore, the
projects did provide some added value to the existing affordances in the places they inhabited:
people generally displayed positive responses towards the increasing green elements and sitting
possibilities in the squares. They also welcomed the idea of using placemaking interventions to
vitalise and activate public spaces. It was common, however, for informants to have a curious
initial response to the studied projects, but not to fully embrace the new installation. As time
went on, both projects became more widely used, which suggests that sufficient time, active
communication and facilitated participation of the local community are important aspects for
the involved actors to consider when conducting placemaking processes.
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During the ethnographic process, I broadened the scope of the studied phenomena from spatial
and aesthetic experiences to better reflect my findings. My “ethnographic encounters” (Parr,
1998, p. 29) with informants revealed attitudes and discourses that existed within local communities in the studied neighbourhoods. They had to do with larger urban planning themes and
the changing everyday environments in neighbourhoods undergoing suburban regeneration
projects: for example, densification and infill development, nostalgia and the role of placespecific memories, notions of safety, inclusivity, the amount and quality of urban greenspaces,
urban infrastructure and the adjacent maintenance processes. While I identified patterns of antagonisms towards the City of Helsinki concerning the themes of urban regeneration and densification, simultaneously, there appeared to be a widely articulated desire towards more green,
social and lively public spaces among the local community. These attitudes I observed enabled
me to critically discuss placemaking as a complementary approach to conventional urban planning and its adjacent processes of management and participation.
The most striking insights from my ethnographic process had to do with the case study of Parkly
in Ylä-Malmin tori. Its initial location inside a blighted pool in the middle of the square proved
unsuccessful: the users did not seem to engage with it as the pool was surrounded on three sides
with public benches and in order to get inside one had to step over an edge and enter the pool
that was slightly lower than ground. Furthermore, the organic appearance of Parkly seemed to
suffer from the untidiness of the surrounding pool that had various visible fractures and grew
weeds by its sides. From the perspective of ethnographic analysis, I recognised that the initial
idea22 of using placemaking to improve the appearance of the pool, a local eyesore over decades, seemed to work the other way around. Instead of the pool becoming more attractive or
less noticeable, its place-specific negative meanings seemed to overshadow the experience of
Parkly, too.
In August, the project was moved to the square some dozens of meters towards the Malmintori
shopping mall. This completely changed the aesthetic experience as the elements were not confined within the unmaintained pool but instead stood on their own and added new sitting possibilities and urban greenspace to a part of the square that had lacked them before. Furthermore,
the new location proved to support the existing functions in the square as the weekly market
event showed that the vendors used Parkly elements for both sitting and displaying their goods.
22

I need to add here a disclaimer that I was not present in the discussions nor do I have any firm knowledge about
the motivations and justifications behind the initiation of the projects. Hence, it is my interpretation of what must
have been the reasoning behind initially placing the project inside the pool.
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What happened with Parkly during this ethnographic process represented a striking example of
the importance of observational work in order to understand how public spaces are actually
used and perceived in the local context, and the subsequent action of changing the conditions
to better match the local place-specific needs in the spirit of experimentation, one of the cornerstones (see “What is Placemaking?,” n.d.; Whyte, 1980) of placemaking.
The two projects I examined as my case studies were not initially conceived as ‘placemaking’,
and thus, they lacked some pivotal considerations of placemaking theory, notably the central
role of the local community as the initiator of action. However, I discussed their merits and
shortcomings in this research in light of placemaking theory in order to juxtapose practical
experimentation in physical space with theoretical considerations of good placemaking.
Based on this research process and data, I argue that placemaking offers tangible added value
to conventional urban planning. In the chapter 4 about results and discussions, I discussed these
potentials of placemaking through various justifications: placemaking as a co-learning tool between the urban planning organisation and the public; placemaking as a third and improved set
of methods for participation in urban planning in addition to traditional town halls and prominent digital participation methods; placemaking as empowering citizens in claiming ownership
of public space through grassroots initiatives; placemaking as a tool for the urban planners to
employ active strategies of inclusion of vulnerable groups in public spaces; placemaking as an
enhancer of spatial and aesthetic experience in existing spaces by directing focus to experiential
qualities in addition to other, currently more prominent considerations like safety and utility;
placemaking as an enhancer of locality that counters the homogenisation of public spaces under
privatisation and bureaucratic processes; and placemaking as a mediator of urban planning conflicts linked to the rapid and all-encompassing changes of everyday environments in neighbourhoods subject to densification by infill development and suburban regeneration projects.
I argue based on this research that placemaking is an urban planning approach that helps improve everyday life of citizens in multiple ways and helps emphasise the sensory, aesthetic,
psychological and functional value of great places in the city. By placemaking, new beloved
places for local communities can be created and old ones cared for. Thus, placemaking and its
human-centred methodologies ought to become an essential part of the planning toolbox in the
era of densification by infill development, compensating for the highly prominent economic
and technical viewpoints in suburban regeneration projects in Helsinki.
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5.1 Potential for further studies
This research focused on the perceptual and sensory aspects of public space while it also explored local communities’ attitudes towards urban planning questions. The selected focus could
not encompass many relevant aspects in the enquiry into urban experience.
An interesting scientific viewpoint to the experience of public space and the potential of placemaking relates to the psychological perception of space. While I could not discuss environmental psychology in the scope of this research, I see it beneficial to utilise psychological theory,
research methods and settings in better understanding how humans relate to public spaces. This
scientific knowledge could inform the ongoing debates about the aesthetic experiences of contemporary architecture and urban planning.
As for the methodological directions, it would be interesting to study the pedestrian experience
of public spaces through walking interviews as I was planning to do before locking in my final
approach. I also see value in continuing the research of the experience of public spaces through
more formal interviews, longer and more rigorous ethnographies and various types of multidisciplinary study projects bridging the gap between social research, environmental research, historical research and architecture and design.
As I discuss in the chapter 3.1 about fieldwork, ethnographic methods have been employed in
research actively and imaginatively during the COVID-19 pandemic. The resilience of the
global scientific community that is reflected in the various approaches and outputs of those
research projects is in itself an interesting topic for a future study.
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